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(preface 
This dissertation entitled 'Truncated and Censored 
Distribution' embodies a brief survey of work done on the 
topic. An honest attempt is being made to include all the 
relevant available material in this dissertation. The work is 
spread over in four chapters. 
Chapter 1 is an introductory chapter, which includes some basic 
concepts about the order statistics, generalized order statistics, 
truncation, censoring etc. which may be needed in subsequent 
chapters, to grasp the idea. 
Chapter 2 comprises of single and product moments of order 
statistics and their recurrence relations from some specific 
doubly truncated distributions. 
Chapter 3 establishes several recurrence relations satisfied by 
single and product moments of progressively Type-I right 
censored order statistics from the doubly truncated exponential, 
Pareto and power function distributions. 
Chapter 4 contains estimators of the parameters in progressive 
censored sample for some specific distributions. Estimation of 
scale parameter of the exponential distribution under B and C 
plans are also considered. 
In the end, a comprehensive list of references is given. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1. Order statistics (David, 1981) 
If random variables X | , X2, • • •, X,j are arranged in ascending order of 
magnitude such that X|.„ <X2;,^ ^•••< X„.„ then Xyy^ (or^f^^)) is 
called the r order statistic. The two terms 
Xi-yi =min(Xi ,Z2,--- ,X ) and X„.„ =max(Xi,X2, . . . ,X„) are 
called extremes. 
The subject of order statistics deals with the properties and applications 
of these ordered random variables and of functions involving them 
(David, 1981). It is different from the rank order statistics in which the 
order of the value of observation rather than its magnitude is considered. 
It plays an important role both in model building and in statistical 
inference. 
For example: extreme (largest, smallest) values are important in 
oceanography (waves and tides), material strength (strength of a chain 
depends on the weakest link) and meteorology (extremes of temperature, 
pressure etc). 
Order statistics have immense application in life testing and reliability 
problems. If n similar items are simultaneously placed on life test, life of 
the first item to fail is first order statistic; life of the second item to fail is 
second order statistic and so on. Often the experimenter may wish to 
terminate the experiment when only m{<n) failures have occurred to 
save the resources and time. In this case we have only the first m ordered 
statistics on the basis of which we have to make inferences. 
In statistical inference Range =-X„;,j ~^1:« is widely used to estimate 
the standard deviation (David, 1981). 
It is also used in outlier's detection Bamett (1988). For applications, one 
may refer to Malik et al (1988), Harter (1988) and Galambos (1978). 
2. Distribution of order statistic 
Let Xi,X2X2,.:',Xy^ be a random sample of size n from a 
continuous probability density function {pdf) f(x) and distribution 
function (df) F{x). Then the pdf of X^.„ , 1 < r < n, the r order statistic, 
is given by 
frn (^) = Cr.n Hx)]'-^ [l - F(x)f-' f(x), - cx)< x < «) (2.1) 
where 
C..„^ ;; ^ [ ^ ( . , „ - . + !)]-•= I f ^ ' l (2.2) 
(r - l)\{n - r)l Fr ! (« - r +1) 
and df is 
F,,„{x) = P[X,,„<x] 
F(x) 
= Q:« J '^'"Vl-O''"''^ ^ (2.4) 
0 
where (2.4) is incomplete beta function. For X continuous, (2.1) can be 
obtained from (2.4) by differentiating w.r.t. x. 
In particular, 
Fi..„(x) = l - ( 1 - F ( x ) ) " (2.5) 
and F^^ = {F{x)f (2.6) 
The joint/?^of ^^.„ and X_y.^  \<r <s<n is given by 
fr,s:n = Cr,s:n [^(^)]'""^ Hy) " /^W]" '" '^ t " ^(;^)]^~' / W / C ^ ) 
, - 0 0 < :J[; < ji; < 00 
(2.7) 
«! 1 
where C^ c-„ = = 
'^•^ •« {r-X)\(^s-r-\)\{n-s)\ B{r,s-r,n-s+ \) 
(2.8) 
^r,j:/7 (^' y) = P[^r.n ^ x, X^.„ < y) 
(2.9) 
3. Record values (Kamps, 1995a,b) 
Let [Xi ] g^ be a sequence of iid random variables with a continuous df 
F,then the random variables 
L(l) = l 
andL(« +1) = min(7|y >L{n),Xj >X^ji^}, n&N are called record 
times and the record value sequence {/?„} is then defined by 
4. Distribution of record values 
Based on an iid sequence of random variables {- /^l/g;^  with an 
absolutely continuous df F{x) and pdf f(x) we obtain the joint density 
function of first r record values 
XL{1) ' ^ Z(2)' ^1(3)' • • •»^Z(r) 
The marginal densities 
r ,,._[-iog{i-^(^)}rV(^) 
and the marginal distribution function 
Fx.,„/x)=i-[i-F(.)]i'LMz£W}]i 
5. Generalized order statistics (Kamps, 1995a,b) 
Let X\,X2,X'i^ be a sequence a of iid random variables with 
absolutely continuous (^ F{yi) ondpdf f{x). 
Let nGN,k>l, mi,m2,---,w„_i e R 
n-\ 
My = ^mj,l<r<n~l be the parameters such that 
/f. =k + n-r + Mf. > 1 for all r e {1,2,3, •••,«-1} and let 
in = {mi,1712, ^n-l) ifn>2,(f^^R arbitrary ifn = l) 
Then the joint pdf of first r generalized order statistics based on an 
absolutely continuous distribution function F with density function / is 
the given by 
fx(\,n,m,k),X{2,n,m,k),- • •,X{r,n,m,k) (^1, ^ 2 ' ^ 3 ' ' ' " ' ^r ) 
[l-F(;c,)^'^-^^^-7(:c,) (5.1) = C^_1 r-1 Yl^{l-FiXi)}"''fiXi)] 
F \0)<xi<X2<---<Xr<F~'^(l) 
The marginal density of the r gos based on an absolutely continuous df 
F with pdf f is given by 
fxir,n.!ii,k) (X) = ^ [1 - f (x)]*«-'-+«'-l / W g J T ' ( ^ W ) (5-2) 
r 
where C^_i =]~J;r/ 
and 
(i-xY 
hm(x) = ' m + l 
log ( 7 ^ ) 
l-x 
m^l 
m = \ 
:ce(0,l) 
6. Truncation (Khan et al, 1983a) 
If we represent the truncation points by Q\ and P^  at left and right 
respectively, then in case of doubly truncation thepc^is given as 
fix) 
P-Q 
Ql<x<Pi 
Qx 
where \f{x) dx = Q 
-00 
- 1 
and \f{x)dx = P 
- 0 0 
Q and (1 - P) are respectively the proportion of truncation on the left 
and right of the distribution. P and Q are assumed to be known (Q < P) 
and Q\ and P^  are ftinctions of Q and P 
7. Distribution of truncated order statistics 
(a). Left truncation at x 
Let Q = F{x\ P = 1 then the truncated distribution has pdf 
fit) 
I-Fix) 
and the pdf of Xf..„ =y'm this case will be 
C F{y)-F{x) 
ir~\ 
1 - Fiy)-Fix) 
l-F(x) 
n-rr fiy) 
\-F{x)_ \-F{x) J 
(b). Right truncated at y 
Similarly at ^ = 0,P = F{y) the pdf of X^..^ = x will be 
c r.n 
F{x) 
lF{y). 
-ir-l F{x) 
F{y). 
-\n-r fix) 
lF{y)\ 
8. Conditional distribution of order statistics (David, 1981) 
Let X\.yi <X2-JI ^•••^X„.„ be the order statistics from a continuous 
random variable having pdf f{x), and df F{x). 
Then the conditional j9(^of Xj.„ = y given Xf..„ =x, l<r <s<n is 
[ F ( y ) - F W r ' - ' [ l - F ( y ) r -(n-r)\ 
is-r~l)\(n-s)l [l-F{x)r •fiy) x<y 
(8.1) 
^s-r:n-r 
F(y)-Fix) nJ-^-1 r 1- Fiy)-F(x) 
n-s f(y) 
I-Fix) l-F(x) 
th which is just the unconditional pdf of {s - r) order statistic from a 
sample of {n-r) truncated to the left at x i.e. the pdf of 
Therefore, 
F'\Xs-n\Xr:n = xj= E\Xs-r:n-r \^s-r.n-r - ^)- (^-2) 
Similarly, the conditional pdf of X,..„ = x given^^j.^ =y,\<r<s<n is 
( .-1)! [Fix)Y-^[F{y)-F{x)f-'-^ 
{r-l)l{s-r-l)\ [Fiy)] s-l 
•fix) x<y (8.3) 
~^r :s-l 
Fix) 
Fiy). 
r - l r 
1- Fjx) 
Fiy). 
-\s-r-\ fix) 
Fiy) 
which is unconditional jr7(^ of X^-s-i truncated at y on the right. 
Therefore, 
E[Xl^:n Xs:n = 3^1 = Eix'^-.s-l \^r.s-\ ^ y] (8.4) 
Hence by (Khan and Beg. 1987) 
E[Xr,:n\Xn-\:n=y] = E[X\X>y] 
and£[Xi.„|X2:„ =y] = E{X\X < y] 
The conditional/>(^of X_y.„ = y given X^.„ =x and^;„;„ = z, 
\<r<s <m<n, is given as 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
{m-r-1)! [F{y) - Fix)]'-'-^ [F{Z) - F{x)\ ^m~s-\ 
{s-r-l)\{m-s-l)\ 
= C s-r:m~r-\ 
[F{z)-F{x)] 
'F{y)-F{x) 
m-r-1 
-]S-r-l 
-fiy) (8.7) 
1 - F{y) - F{x) 
lF{z)-F{x)\ 
m-s-\ r f{y) 
F{z)-F{x)\ lF{z)-F{x)\ 
This is the pdf of the {s - r) order statistic from a sample {m-r-\) 
truncated on left at x and on the right atz. 
9. Censoring (Balakrishnan and Aggarwala, 2000) 
A sample is said to be censored if out of n items placed on a life test only 
m{< n) of them are actually observed to fail. Censoring occurs when life 
times are loiown for only a portion of individuals under study, the 
remainder of life times are known only to exceed certain values. 
Suppose n bulbs are put on test and their failure times are recorded. 
Because of time and cost factors we may not like to record the failure 
times of all bulbs and instead observe first r failure times of bulbs. Also it 
may be possible that we started receding their failure times after r 
failures. 
10. Type-I censoring 
In conventional Type-I right censoring, a time T, independent of failure 
times, is pre-fixed such that beyond this time no failures will be observed. 
That is the experimentation terminates at time T. Thus, the number of 
complete life time (and hence the partial lifetimes) observed is random 
variable; in fact it will have binomial distribution with n as the number 
of trials and p = Fit) as the probability of success, where F(.) is the 
cumulative distribution function of underlying life time distribution. 
Censoring times, 2I,72J"*»^/M-1 ^^® fixed such that at these times, 
i?l, /?2 5 • *' 5 ^ m-l surviving units are randomly removed (censored) from 
the test, respectively. Here the Rf^g are fixed with provision that there are 
Rl surviving items at time?}, / = l,2,---,m-1.Further, the experiment 
terminates at time T^ ^ with Ry^ being the number of surviving units at 
that time. This is the generalization of Type-I one stage right censoring 
and is referred to as progressive Type-I right censoring or Type-I 
multistage censoring. 
11. Type-II censoring 
In case of conventional Type -II right censoring, the number of observed 
failures is fixed, say/w(m<«), so that at time of m failure, the 
experimentation terminates leaving n-m partially observed failures 
items. Here time of termination of experiment is random, in fact its 
distribution will simply be the distribution of the m order statistics 
from a sample of size n drawn from a distributioni^(.). 
Generalization of conventional Type-II one stage right censoring is 
referred to as progressive Type-II right censoring. Under this general 
censoring scheme, n units are placed on test at time zero. Immediately 
following the first failure, Ri surviving units are removed from test at 
random. Then immediately following the second observed failure, 7?2 
surviving units are removed from the test at random. This process 
continues until, at the time of m^ observed failure, the remaining 
{Rjyi = n-Ri -R2 ^m-\ ~^) i^^ i^ s are removed from the 
experiment. 
In this censoring scheme Ri,R2,R'i,---,Rm{^'^'^ therefore m) are all 
pre-jRxed. Consequently, here the censoring times (T/'^ y) are random, but 
the number of items to fail before each censoring time are all fixed. The 
resulting m ordered values which are obtained as consequence of this type 
of censoring are appropriately referred to as progressively Type-II right 
censored order statistics. 
If i?i = i?2 = ^3 = • • • = ^m-\ -^ so thati?;;^ =n-m, this scheme 
reduces to the conventional Type-II one stage right censoring scheme in 
which case just the first m usual order statistics are observed. Also if 
Rl =R2 = i?3 = • • • = R^ = 0 so that m = n the progressive Type-II right 
censoring scheme reduces to the case of no censoring in which case all n 
usual order statistics are observed. 
12. Mathematical notations 
Suppose n independent units are placed on life test with the 
corresponding failure times Xi,X2,X2,-'-,^n being identically 
distributed with df F{x) and the pdf f(x). Suppose fiirther that the pre-
fixed number of failures to be observed is m and that the progressive 
Type-II right censoring scheme is (i?i, i?2»^3 >'' *» -^TW ) • Then, we shall 
denote the m completely observed failure 
For simplicity in notation, we will use the simplified notation 
^i:m:n >0 = l52,---,»2)to denote these failure times bearing in mind that 
these still depend on particular choice of (i?i, i?2 > -^ 3^ ? • • • > -^ /n ) used. 
These completely observed failure times are referred as progressive 
Type-II right censored order statistics from F{x) arising from a sample 
of size n with the censoring scheme (i?i, 7?2 > -^ 3 J '" *»Rm ) • 
It should be noted that Xj-j^.j^ is not the same asX/.„, the i usual order 
statistic from a sample of size n from F{x) for/>2. This is clearly 
evident from the fact that there is possibility that the unit corresponding 
to the i ordered failure time from the original sample of size n may be 
removed (or censored) before the observation of the i progressively 
Type-II right censored order statistics. However, it is true that 
^\:m:n - ^\\n' since no censoring takes place before the first failure. 
Using simple probability arguments, we can v(n*ite down the joint 
probability density function of all m progressively Type-II censored 
order statistics as 
m 
/=1 
x\<X2<X2, <--'<Xyyi, (12.1) 
where c = n(n-Ri -l)--'{n-Ri -R2 Rm-\ - ^ + !)• 
Note that immediately preceding the first observed failure, n units are on 
test; immediately preceding the second failure, n-Ri - 1 units are still on 
test, and so on; finally, immediately preceding the m^ observed 
failure,« - i?i - i?2 Rm-l -^ + ^ are still on test. Thus, the 
constant c in addition to being simply the normalizing constant to make 
10 
the joint density function integrate to one, is also the number of ways in 
which the m progressively Type-II right censored order statistics may 
occur if the observed failure times are xj ^2, •" ? ^ ;n • 
It needs to be mentioned here that a progressively Type-II right censored 
sample is a special case of generalized order statistics introduced and 
studied in detail by Kamps (1995a, b). Specifically, let n be a natural 
«-l 
number,A:>l, rni,m2,---,m„_i real and M^. = ^mj for l < r < K - 1 be 
J=r 
the parameters such that /j. =k + n-r + Mj. > 1 for all 
r G { 1 , 2 , - - - , « - 1 } ; further let m = (mi,m2,-",w„_i) if « > 2 , m real if 
n = \, then if random variables Xfj.j^ff^]^\, r = 1,2, • • •,« possess joint 
density of the form 
fx{\,n,m,k),X{l,n,m,k),' • •,X{n,n,m,k) (^1»^2 V •, ^ w ) 
= k 
(n-\ ^ 
Ylrj 
0=1 ) 
fi{i-^(^/)r 
L/=l 
. A - l " (i-F(x„)f-in/(^/). 
/=i 
- 00 < ^1 <X2 < • • • < x „ < 00 
(12.2) 
They are called generalized order statistics. It is clear that the case of 
progressive Type-II right censoring is subsumed in the above model by 
setting mi=Ri(for i = l,2---,m-l), /?2/=0(for i = m,m + l,---,n-l) 
and k = Rjjj +1. Thuss the general properties established by Kamps 
(1995a,b) for these generalized order statistics also hold for progressive 
Type-II right censored order statistics. 
Any property which holds for progressively Type-II right censored order 
statistics will also hold for usual order statistics. 
11 
13. Some specific distributions 
13.1: Doubly truncated Weibull and exponential distributions 
Kx) = ^""^p^Q > -loga-Q)^xP ^-iog(i-P\ P>o 
Here Q[^ = - log(l - 0 , P ^ = - log(l - P) .let Q2 = j ^ 
l-P P2= ,then 
-xP 
{1-F(x)} = -P2 4-
P-e 
= - P 2 + - ^ ^ " ^ / W . 
P 
At /? = 1 it is exponential distribution. 
13.2: Doubly truncated Pareto distribution 
The j:74rof doubly truncated Pareto distribution is 
•^W = ^^^^^ ^(1 - S)~^^' ^ ^ :^  «(1 - Py^^\ a,v>0. P-Q 
Here ^i = «(1 - 0-^^", Pi = «(1 - P)"^''" • 
Let P2 = - ^ ^ ^ and Q2 = - ^ ^ , 
^ P - e "^^  P-Q 
Then, 
P(^ ) = 1-VW-P2. 
V 
At 1/ = a, it is power function distribution. 
3.3: Doubly truncated Cauchy distribution 
(P-Q)^(l + x^) 
where Qi and Pj are obtained by 
and 
12 
a 00 
\f{x)dx = g, lfix)dx=1 - p. 
Pi —00 
13.4: Symmetric truncated logistic distribution 
.-X ^ Q ^ f P ^ 
f(x) = 
iP-Q){\ + e-^f' log U-Q. < A: < log U-P 
Here gi = log[2 /(I - G)] and Pj = log[P /(I - P)] .we have 
n ^ ) = (1 + e - ^ r ^ - g 
13.5: Doubly truncated log-logistic distribution 
The log-logistic distribution is special case of Burr distribution 
(Tadikamalla, 1980). The pdf of a doubly truncated log-logistic 
distribution is given by 
p0xP-'^ f(x) = {P-Q)il + exPf Ql<x<P]_ 
Q\ 
where |P (9JC^~^(1 + 6 ' A ; ^ ) ~ 2 ^ = (9 
0 
P\ 
\p0xP-\l + 0xP)~^dx = P 
The df of X will be 
(1 -0 F{x) = 1 
{P-Q) {p-Qxi + 0xP) 
13.6: Burr distribution 
The doubly truncated Burr distribution 
.. , mpexP-\l + 0xPr'^'^+^^ ^ 
f^''^ = — p_Q ' Q\^x^P\ 
13 
Where Q and (1 - P), (Q < P) are proportions of truncation on the left 
and right of the distribution respectively and 
^ef =[(1-0 '"-I] 
epp =[{\-p) m -1] 
F{x) = \ + P2- ^f{x) - —f{x). 
mpd mp 
At w? = 1, it is log-logistic distribution. 
13.7: Doubly truncated power function distribution 
Thep^^of the doubly truncated power function distribution is given as 
^(^> = ^ T ^ ' ''^^^' <x<aP'^\ a,v>0 
}ieveQl=aQ^^'',Pl=aP^^''. 
Let P2 = - ^ and Q2 = - S - then {l - F{y)} = P2 - ^f(y). 
P-Q P-Q V 
At v = 1, it is uniform U(0,a) distribution. 
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CHAPTER 2 
SINGLE AND PRODUCT MOMENTS OF ORDER STATISTICS 
FROM DOUBLY TRUNCATED DISTRIBUTIONS 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter recurrence relations for single and product moments of 
order statistics of some specific truncated distributions: Weibull, 
exponential, power function, Pareto, Cauchy, logistic, Burr and log-
logistic distributions are given. 
2. Single moments 
Let Xi-jj ^X2;n -^n\n ^^ ^^ order statistics obtained firom a 
continuous df F(x) and pdf f(x). Then the pdf of ^^ .„ , l<r<« is 
given by 
f^-'^=T^r rMx)Y-\\-F{x)}'^-'f(x), - a )<x«x) (2.1) 
{r-i)\{n-r)\ 
Let a S =Ei^r:n)^ the A:'^  moment of the r^ ^ order statistic. Then 
00 
(r-l)\(n-r)\ •' 
—00 
The pdf in case of truncation from the both sides is 
f{x)l{P-Q\ Qi<x<Pi, (2.3) 
Q\ 
where \f{x)dx = Q and \f{x)dx = \-P (2.4) 
-co Pj 
P and ^ are assumed to be known {Q < P) and Qi and Pi are functions 
of Q andP. For simplicity, we use f{x) and F{x) for truncation cases as 
well. 
3. Recurrence relations for single moments 
In case of truncation from the both sides, 
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« - =7—^r—^ ^'{^wrni-^wrvw^ (3.1) 
( r - l ) ! (« - r ) ! J 
and « g =« l ^ ^ l - ^ W r V W ^ 
Theorem 3.1: For 2 < r < «, « > 2, and k = 1,2, • 
«r:« "r-l:n-l 
and 
^1 
J 
a 
under the assumptions 
lim x''{Fix)Y-^{l-F(x)Y-'-''=0 
and 
lim x''{Fix)Y-^{l-F(x)}"-''-^ =0 
Proof: In view of expression (3.1), 
^„_lAn 
Vr-\ 
]x^{F{x)Y-^l~F{x)Y-' 
a 
(3.2) 
_ [1 k ]x'-' {F{x)Y-' {1 - F{x)Y-'^' dx (3.3) 
/ n. 
(3.4) 
x{nF{x)-{r-l)}f(x)dx 
LQth(x) = -{F(X)Y~^ {l - F(x)Y~'^^ (3.5) 
Differentiating both sides of equation (3.5) with respect to x, we get 
h'ix) = {Fix)Y-^ {1 - F(x)Y-'' {nFix) - (r - l)}/(;c) (3.6) 
thus. 
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"r:n "r-\:n-\ 
(n-\ Pi 
.k 
' • - ' • a 
x''h\x)dx. (3.7) 
Integrating equation (3.7) by parts and putting the value of h{x)ftom 
(3.5) we will get the required result. 
And by putting r = l in (3.3) we will get the result, 
Pi 
a^l =Q!^+k Ix^-^ {1 - Fix)Ycbc. 
with the convention a^.y^ = Q\. 
We use these results of Theorem 3.1 to obtain recurrence relation for 
some specific distributions. The usual technique will be to express 
{l - F{x)} as a function of x and f(x). 
We will use throughout the convention that 
ajf!l=l, l<r<n, 
« o 2 = S f , ^ = 12, , « = 0,1,2, 
4. Some examples 
4.1: Doubly truncated WeibuII and exponential distributions (Khan et 
al, 1983a) 
Thepc^of Weibull distribution is 
DxP'^^e'^^ f^''^ p_Q ' - l o g ( l - 0 < x ^ < - l o g ( l - P ) , p>Q 
K&veQP =-log{l-Q),pP =-\ogil-P). 
Let Q2 =^^P% and />2 =-i—^,then 
P-Q ^ P~Q 
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{l-Fix)} = -P2 + 
.-xP 
P-Q 
P 
Putting the value of {l - F{x)} into (3.4), we get 
(4.1) 
<^ef=^K"'{i-^w} \n-\ 
Qi P 
>dx 
Thus in view of (3.4) 
At « = 1, it reduces to 
a^^=Q2Qf-P2P,'^-al^-'^ 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
1:1 
(4.4) 
For r order statistic the relationship is given by (from Theorem 3.1) 
«ffi - «?_!:„_! = (" : y\^'-' {Fix)Y-' {1 - Fix)r^ 
Q\ 
x i - ^ 2 + - ^ ^ " ^ / ( ^ ) 
P 
dx 
= -Po «-lf"-2\/[„it-l 
«-r 
\kjx'-'{F(x)rHi-F(x)r''dx 
Qi 
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n\ 
np(r-l)l(n-r)l 
\r-l \x^-P{F{x)Y-'{\-F{x)r-'- f{x)dx 
Qx 
Thus in view of (3.1) and (3.3), we get 
r\n - ^r-\:n-\ ^2 ^ ^ Fr:«-1 
n-r 
Using recurrence relation 
{k) (k) 
r y.n z ; ^ ^ 
(fc) 
we get 
(k) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
For r = «, from (4.6) we get 
(4.7) 
4.2: Doubly truncated power function distribution (KJian et ah, 1983a) 
Thepfi^ Tof the doubly truncated power function distribution is given as 
/w= —V V—1 va X 
iP-Q) aQ""" <x<aP^'\ a,v>0 
1/v n _ _ n l / v 
P O 
L®^  ^2 = -;;—;; and ^2 = 
Then{l-F(x)} = P 2 - - / ( : c ) . 
V 
Thus from (3.4) and (4.8), 
W _Qk _p \ (k) ^k 1 A: (A:) 
That is, 
(4.8) 
nv 
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Sk)_ Xk) nv 
and for n = 1, 
(4.9) 
"• ^ ^ v + /c 
(4.10) 
Jh For the r order statistic, 
a 
(k) (k) _ (^ - i )^2L(^) _^(^) ! ± ^ ( ^ ) 
Using relation (4.5), one gets 
X^) _ Xk) 
and for r = «, 
nv 
«(fc)_fp,pA:_/^^^(^) «v 
These relations were established by Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981b). 
4.3: Doubly truncated Pareto distribution (BQian et ah, 1983a) 
The/7(^of doubly truncated Pareto distribution is 
Here Qi = «(1 - Qy^^",Pi = fl(l - Py^^". 
Q-l 
-1/v a,v>0. 
P-l 
Let Po = and Oo = 
^ p _ g ^^ 
Then, 
{\-Fix)} = ^fix) + P2. 
V 
Thus, 
P-Q 
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nv 
or. 
inv-k)a^^} = [ ^ 2 4 t - l - S 2 e f ]«v, «v^A:. (4.11) 
In particular, 
(V - A:)«{:f = \P2P^ - Q^QI ]V, vi^k (4.12) 
For r^ ^ order statistic, 2 < r < « - 1 , 
«r:« -«r-l:«-l =~'^^:« +^2 |^^^jFr :«- l " «/-l:«-2} 
Using the relation given in (4.5) and simplifying, we get 
{nv - k)4^i = [P2«,^f^i - Q2Ccl.%n-l ]«v. riv ^ k, (4.13) 
and for r = n, 
inv-k)aj{:l =[P2P^ -Q2af\,^_^]nv, nv^k, (4.14) 
For nv = A:, from (4.11), (4.13) and (4.14) we get respectively 
«S-i=fef »>i, (4.15) 
"fll=%4X.n-V 2<>-<n-l (4.16) 
«S:«-1=^^/- (4-17) 
However, these resultss may not be used to evaluate a^.^ and a ^ , 
fit") 
when nv = k .ForoTj-.j^ , it can be easily seen by direct integration that 
„ ( . , ^ , M ^ ^ _ v = . . (4.18) 
These results were obtained by Balakrishnan and Joshi (1982). 
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4.4: Doubly truncated Cauchy distribution (Khan et al., 1983a) 
1 1 f(x) = 
where Qi and Pj are obtained by 
lf{x)cbc = Q, 
- 0 0 
j 9 i < ^ < P i , 
jf(x)dx = l-P. 
Pi 
Therefore, 
iP-Q)7r(\ + x^)fix) = l 
Now in view of (3.3) and (4.19), 
a 
(k) 
r-l:n~\ " \k UP-QMi + x^)x^-'^{Fix)Y-^ 
X {l - Fix)Y~''^^ f{x)dx 
_{n + \-r 
{n +1)« ^ -(^-e)te-<f;-;i} 
r:n+l ^(^p-Q)(n + \-r)k 
Replacing « +1 by w and A: +1 by A: to get 
«(^) = 
"/•:« 
«(« -1) (k-l) (k-\) 
<P - Q)in - r){k -1) 
Bamett (1966) has given the relation as 
?^r:n~\ ^r-Un-ll ^r\n 
(k-2) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
n (^-1)_ (^-1) 
rr:n-\ ^r-\:n~\ (^-l);r 
This could have been obtained by establishing 
(4.21) 
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on the lines of Theorem 3.1, and replacing 1 by ( P - 0 ; r ( l + ;£; )/(x). 
That is, 
/ ,. \ ^i 
«r:n " r - l :« 
« 
.''-Ij it ;r(P - 0 jx^-^l + :c2 ){F(x)} 
r-\ 
kniP - 0 
n + 1 ."r:«+l "r:«+l 
(4.22) 
Replacing « + lby n,k-v\ by A: and rearranging (4.22), we get (4.21), 
with P = land ^ = 0. Bamett (1966) has tabulated means of order 
statistics using relation (4.21). 
4.5 Symmetric truncated logistic distribution (Khan et al, 1983a) 
--^ f O \ ( P ^ 
-^— <x<log -f(x) = (P-Q)(l + e-'f 
log 
1-P V i - / - y 
Here Qi = \og\Q /(I - Q)] and Pi = log[P /(I - P)], and we have 
-Xs-l 
P-Q 
[\-F{x)] = 
-x^-\ P-(l + g"^ ) 
P-Q 
Thus, in case of symmetric truncation (g = 1 - P), we have 
+ {P-Q? (P-Q) 
Thus in view of (3.3) and (4.23), 
fix) (4.23) 
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«r;« ^r-\\n-\ 
- i J;.*-l{FWr'{l-F(x)}"-. 
a 
pg ,p+Q 
[ (P-Qf P-Q /W dx 
in-\) PQ 
That is, 
(r - 1)(P - 0 a r-hn-l 
in-l)PQ 
(r - 1)(P - QY 
,W (^) 2 rr-hn-2 ^r-2:n-2 
+ 
k 
-a 
(k) 
r-hn-\ ir-l){P-Q) 
If we set P = 1 and 2 = 0 in (4.24), we get 
(4.24) 
Xk)-Ak) 
a 
(k) 
^r:n -GCr-\:n-\ ^'^y'^r-\:n-\ (4.25) 
This expression for non-truncated distribution was obtained by Shah 
(1970). 
4.6: Burr distribution (Khan and Khan, 1987) 
Burr distribution has been widely studied by Tadikamalla (1980) among 
others. Khan et <3/.(1983a,b) have given a general result for obtaining 
recurrence relations for the single and product moments of the order 
statistics from doubly truncated Burr distribution (Burr Type XII). 
The doubly truncated Burr distribution 
^,, mpe xP-^ {\ + exP )-('"-*-i) ^ 
fix) = — 1. ^ , Q\<x<Pi P-Q (4.26) 
where Q and {\-P\{Q<P) are proportions of truncation on the left 
and right of the distribution respectively and 
-1 _1 
OQ^=[{l-Q) "^-1] , epP=[{\-P) ' " - I ] 
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L e t e 2 = - ! r - % and P2 = ^ ^ P-Q ^ P-Q 
Theorem 4.1; For 2<r<n-\ and k^mnp. 
(4.27) 
1 -
mnp 
Proof: From the recurrence relation 
^1 
mnp9 
(k-p) 
^r:n (4.28) 
Xk)_^(k) 
^r-.n-f^r -i:«-l = (" _ 1 } 1^^"' ^ ^W>'"' (1 - ^W}"" ' '^ '^ (4.29) 
For f(x) given in (4.26), it can be easily checked that 
1 - Fix) = -P2 + ^ f i x ) + -^fix) 
mpd mp 
(4.30) 
Now, 
{1 - F(x)}"-''+l = {1 - Fix)]''-'' \ x^~P X 
-P2+ -f{x) + -^fix) 
mpd mp 
(4.31) 
in view of (4.30). Putting this value in (4.29), we get, 
ik) 
a :« "r-l:«-l - ^^_^>j ^^ 2 Pr:«-1 ^r~\:n-2) 
+ ^ « ( t / ' ) + ^ - « W 
mnpO ' mnp 
Using the recurrence relation 
and rearranging we get the required result. 
The important deduction fox k^ mnp. 
'r\n 2<r<n-\. 
(4.32) 
1--
1 -
mp 
k 
mnp 
(^{^=Q2Qi-P2Pi + 
mpd a 
ik-p) 
1:1 
«S=&ef-p.e,.^4t^">i 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
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1- * « S = e2«S«-l -P2P1' + - ^ 4 * n ^ ' . « > 1 (4.35) 
mnp n L.n i. i. mnpO 
At k = mnp, from (4.28), we have, 
«,V = ^ (X ) can be seen to be equal to 
(l+ e^f)"^  
— ^ ^ J ;^"Vi-y)'"^;^ (4.37) 
(^-e)^'"(i^4v 
At k = mp.this can be expressed in terms of the beta flinction or 
binomial sums. 
4.7; Doubly truncated log-logistic distribution (Al-Shboul and Khan, 
1989) 
The log-logistic distribution is a special case of Burr distribution 
(Tadikamalla, 1980). The pdf of a doubly truncated log-logistic 
distribution is given by 
f{x) = ^ —-, Qx<.x<Px (4.38) 
{P-Q){\ + exPf 
Qx 
where \ pexP~^{\ + exP)~'^dx = Q 
0 
P\ 
jpexP-\\ + exP)-^dx=p 
0 
Therefore, 
'''-AY'''-i^) 
and 
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0Q( 
Q = 
1 + 0Q 
epP 
—,p=—^— 
)P \ + epP 
TheJ/ofXwillbe 
F(x) = ( 1 - 0 1 
iP-Q) {P-Q)(l + $xP) 
and 
1-F(x) = 1 ( i - p ) ' 
_{p-Q){\ + exP) (P-i Q)_ 
(4.39) 
(4.40) 
(4.41) 
It can easily be proved that for Xh&pdf (4.38), 
,^^^^,.,^^y,-_.Q^zQLJlz^z^,^,^,^^ 
^p.Qf (P-Q) p{P~Q) 
(4.42) 
F{x) (1 - F{x)) = - ^^S_ZI _ ^\Q / ) (1 _ F{x)) + - J : ^ fix) 
(P-Qf (P-Q) P(P-Q) 
(4.43) 
a_ (^.))2 =Z(l^ ,e^( i_^( , ) ) ._^^^^( , ) 
(P_g)2 ( P - 0 
Theorem 4.2: For 2 < r < «, 
p(i'-0 
(4.44) 
1, ^ ^ ( i - g - p ) ( ^ - i y 
. P{P-Q){r-\) {P-Q){r-\) a 
ik) 
r-hn-l 
P{\-P){n~\) 
\.iP-Qfir-\)_ 
Qil-Q)in-l) 
liP-Qfir-l) a 
(k) 
r-2:n-2 
(4.45) 
with the convention a^5.„_2 = P^^ , a^^l_^ =Q^, n>2. 
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Proof: we have (Khan et al, 1983a) 
^r\n "r-l:«-l 
r«-i\.l.w \ |x*-l (FW) ' ' - ' (1 - F W ) " - " ' dx (4.46) 
«S -«S-1 = - t I)^ \x^-\F{:.))\\-F{x)Y-'dx (4.47) 
N Pi 
" \k \x^-'^{F{x))'-''{\-F{x)Y-'^^dx (4.48) ^ ( ^ ) _ ^ ( ^ ) = 
In view of equations (4.42), (4.46), (4.47) and (4.48) and 
x" (Fix))'-' (1 - Fix))"-' f{x)dx 
Q\ 
we have 
Qil-Q){n-l) 
+ 
iP-Q)'-ir~l) 
il-Q-P)(n--l) 
Xk) Xk) 
^r-hn-2 ^r-2:n-2 
+ 
( P - 0 ( r - l ) 
k 
Xk) Xk) 
p{P-Q){r-\) a 
^r-V.n-X ^r-\:n-2\ 
{k) 
r-\\n-\ 
By rearranging the terms we get the result 
1 + k ^ il-Q-PXn-\) 
p{P-Q)(r-l) ( P - 0 ( r - l ) a 
(k) 
r-hn-l 
Pjl - P){n -1) 
[.{P-Q?ir-\)_ 
and for « > 2, 
"r-l:«-2 ^ 
Q(l - Q)(n -1) 
l(P-Q)\r-l)^ a 
(k) 
r-2\n-2 
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+ 
(2P-1) k 
(P-Q) p(P-Q)(n-l)i a 
(k) 
hn-\ 
P(l - P) 
_iP-Qf\ a hn-2 
g(l-0 
_iP - Qf J 
ef 
Theorein4.3: For k<p,p>0 
k 
a^ = 
e p 
1:1 (P - Q) B\-Q 1 ,1 + -\ P P. 
- 5 i _ p | 1 - ^ , 1 + ^ 
PJ] 
where B^(«,b) = Jr""" (^1 - 0 dt, a,b>0 
0 
Proof: We have 
(k) ^_Pl_\k^p-\^^0^Py2^ 
1:1 (P-n\ ^ ^ (P-Q) Q\ 
Letting x^ = , we get 
tO 
(4.49) 
,W _ ^ ^ 1-fi (l+-)-l ( l - - ) - l «{./= f ( 1 -0 P t P dt 
^ p 
B\-Q 1 - - , 1 + - -Bi_p f k , ) t \ 1 ,1 + -
. P PJ\ 
(4.50) 
{P-Q) 
This proves the Theorem. 
Remark: At Q = Q,P = l, these results reduce to the results obtained by 
AH and Khan (1987).A corresponding result for a^ y^ -^ -^ in terms of 
af..Ji can also be obtained from Khan and Khan (1987) at m = l. 
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5. Product moments 
Some recurrence relations between product moments are given by Malik 
(1966, 1967), David (1981) and Balakrishanan and Joshi (1981, 1982) 
among others. Here we establish general results for obtaining the product 
moment of i^^ power of the r'^ order statistic and k^^ power of s^ order 
statistic as given by Khan et al (1983b). Then these results are utilized to 
determine recurrence relations for doubly truncated distributions. 
6. Recurrence relations for product moments 
In case of truncation from both sides, 
\s-r-l 
Q\x 
{\-F{y)Y-'f{x)f{y)dydx 
where Cr ?•« = '' 
'^ "'•" (r-l)!(5-r-l)!(n-s)! 
Theorem 6.1; For \<r<s<n and j,k>0, 
P P 
(6.1) 
{F{y) - Fix)Y-'-' {1 - Fiy)}"-'-"^ f{x)dydx 
(6.2) 
where C,^S-\-M = ( r - l ) ! ( j - r - l ) ! ( « - j + l)! (s-r-l) 
Pin 
Proof: We have 4{sS - cc'^,^;^^ = c*,^,_i,„ j ^xJy^ {F{X)Y-^ 
Qix 
X {F{y) - F{x)Y-'-^ {1 - F{y)Y-' {(« - r)Fiy) 
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-in-s + \)F{x)- (s-r- l)}fix) f{y)dy dx (6.3) 
Let Kx, y) = -iHy) - F(x)Y-'-^ {l - Fiy)}^''"-^, (6.4) 
Then 
^ ^ ( ^ = _ {F(^y) _ F{x)Y-'-^ {1 - Fiy)}"-' 
dy 
{{n - r)Fiy) -{n-s + l)F{x) -(s-r- l)}f{y). 
(6.5) 
Putting the value of (6.5) in (6.3), we get 
Now in view of (6.4) 
h . Pi 
Pi ^ 
\y^^Ky^.y¥y dx. 
(6.6) 
]y' ^ Kx, y)dy = k \y^-' {F{y) - F(^)}^—^ {l - Fiy)]^-'-"' dy. 
(6.7) 
Substituting (6.7) in (6.6), we get 
{F{y)-F{x)Y-'-^ {1 -F{y)f-'-'^f{x)dydx 
Corollary 6.1: For 1 < r < « - 1 , and / , ^ > 0 , 
^\-%n=^^r^n'^^c,,,k \ \^h'-'{F{x)r'{l-Fiy)]-^fix)dydx 
Q\x 
(6.8) 
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where Cy.y, = 
'"•'' (n-r) ( r - l ) ! (« - r ) ! 
Proof: Putting s = r+ lm Theorem 6.1 and noting that 
4{*;>„ = £(X4X* „ ) = E{x}t,^) = a^iir*', (6.9) 
we get the result. 
Corollary 6.2: For n>\ and j,k>0 
p p 
^n-X%n =^n-X^n^<^-^)^ I 'Wy^'^inx^'Hl-Fiy)}fix)dydx 
(6.10) 
Proof: Putting r = n~l in Corollary 6.1, 
««-l!L = ^ n-l:n + «(« " D^ 1 \^'y'~' {^W}""' {^  " ^ (>^)}/W^3^^ 
Theorem 6.2: For l^r<s<n and 7 >0, 
Proof: We have 
«rf/?« = E{XJ,„xf.^) = E{xi,n) = a^J} (6.12) 
for / = r + l,r + 2,"- , j . 
This proves the Theorem 6.2. 
7. Some examples 
7.1:Doubly truncated WeibuU and exponential distributions (Khan et 
ah, 1983b) 
Thep<^of the Weibull distribution is given by 
/ (^)= p_Q > -log(l-Q)<xP <-log(l-P),p>0 (7.1) 
Here Qf = - log(l - Q), pP = _ log(l - P). 
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Let Q2 = - ^ 7 - ^ and P2 = 
P-Q P-Q 
1 . .1-Then {\-F{y)} = -P2+~/~Pf{y) (7-2) 
Putting this value of {l - F{y)} in (6.2), we get 
p p 
4{''I-a',il%n=^\,s-l:nk\\^^ {F{y)-F{x)r^-' 
{1 - Fiy)}"-' | - P2 + jy^-Pny)y(x)dydx 
P\P\ 
n-s + \ ^ •" 
r-\ 
{F{y) - F{x)Y-'-^ {1 - F{y)Y-' f{x)dydx 
\xh'-nF{x)V / , .•.'•'r,s\n 
{F{y) - FWf-'•-' {1 - F{y)f-'f(^x)f(y)cfydx. 
]That is, 
Ahk) _ (j,k) nP2 [(],k) (J,k) ] 
(^r{'s^M^\ l<r<s<n,s-r>2 (7.3) 
/?(« - 5 + 1) 
From Corollary 6.1, for 5 = r + 1 , (7.3) reduces to 
C,(J^k) ^ U+k) _ nP2 ( Q-,^) (y+^) 1 A: (j,k-p) 
\<r<n-\, n>3 
which at r = « - 1 gives, 
(7.4) 
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« > 2 (7.5) 
In substitution we get term a^{.\ „.„_i which essentially is an undefined 
term. This can be interpreted as£(Z;;'_i.„_i^/) = P\(^nXn~l' ^^^^^ ^ 
is the upper limit of the Weibull variate. In case of doubly truncated 
Weibull distribution, recurrence relations for a^^.J are available in Khan 
et al (1983a). Expressions for exact and explicit product moments with 
y = A: = lcan be obtained in Lieblein (1955). In case of j = k = \, for 
Weibull distribution, 
nP2 f _ I k (y,\-p) 
l<r<s<n, s-r>2 (7.6) 
For the exponential distribution, this reduces to 
nPi j \ ^r:n 
l<r<s<n,s-r>2 (7.7) 
in view of (7.6) 
From (7.3), it is clear that if A: < p , then the power of Y will be negative. 
This problem has been resolved by Ali et al. (1996). 
7.2 Doubly truncated power function distribution (Khan etal, 1983b) 
Thep<^of the doubly truncated power function distribution is given as 
H e r e e l = ^ g ^ / ^ P l = « p l / ^ 
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Let P2 = — ^ and Q2 = - % . t h e n {l-F{y)} = P2 - - / W 
(7.8) 
Putting the value of {\-F(y)} from (7.8) to Theorem 6.1, we get 
p p 
•s-r-l 
{1 - Fiy)Y-' |P2 - ^ /(y)}/(^) ^ ;^  ^ 
^ ^^ 2 Lu,k) _ U,k) I ^_c^ (M) 
(n-s + l)^''"'-''-^ r.^-li^-lJ v ( « - 5 + l) '''^=''' 
On simplification, we get 
a r,s:n 
v(n-s + \) + k 
l<r<s<n, s-r>2. (7.9) 
For 5 = r + l, 
« 
(M) ^ 
^^+1:" v ( « - r ) + it 
xy+^) U,k) XJ+k)-i--^)^>in^'^-P2ic^y;:L-i-<:-{) 
\<r<n-2,n>3 (7.10) 
after noting that ai.^fi„ = aj:{n^^, 
Similarly for« = 5 = r +1 , we get from (7.9) 
a n-\,n:n ^_^_j^ r«-l:« + « ^ 2 r i ^n-hn-\ ^n-hn-l n>2 (7.11) 
interpreting a^ -^ 'f^  =pfa^^\ , 
^ ° n-\,n\n 1 n-\:n-\ 
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¥orj = k = l, the relations are available in Balakrishnan and Joshi 
(1981b). The non-truncated cases P = l,Q = OarQ discussed by Malik 
(1967). Reference may also be also be made to Klian et al. (1983a) for the 
recurrence relations of <arj:.„ , / = 1,2, 
7.3: Doubly truncated Pareto distribution (Khan etal, 1983b) 
The joc^of doubly truncated Pareto distribution is 
^(^) = ^ T ^ ' a ( l - 0 - ^ / ^ < ; c < a ( l - P ) - l / \ a,v>0. 
Here Qi = a(l - 0"^^^,^i = a(l - Py^'''. 
Let Po = ^ ^ and Qy =^^, 
^ P-Q ^^ P-Q' 
{l-Fiy)} = ^f{y) + P2 (7.12) 
Inviewof(7.12)and(6.2), 
{1 - Fiy)}"~' i^^f(y) + P2\f(x)ciydx 
= ^ a(M) + ^^2 la,k) (j,k) ] 
or, 
{v(n-s + l)- k}4{'J^], = v[(« - s + l)a^^Jfl^ 
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\<r<s<n, s-r>:2 andv(ri-s + l)^k (7-13) 
However, ifk = v{n-s + \) we get from (7.13), 
Marginal result for k^v{n-s + l) can easily be seen to be equal to 
l<r<n~2, «>3, (7.15) 
(7.16)) 
Recurrence relation for j = k = Ihave been studied by Balakrishnan and 
Joshi (1982). Malik (1966) has obtained these results for P = 1, g = 0. To 
evaluate aJ-^ J^.^ , one may require the recurrence relations for «p.)j for 
which we refer to Khan et al (1983a). 
7.4: Doubly truncated Cauchy distribution (Khan et al, 1983b) 
The/7<^of the doubly truncated Cauchy distribution is given by 
{P-Q)7ri + x^ 
where ^jand Pj are obtained as before. Therefore, 
^ = (P-QMi + y^)fiy). (7.17) 
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In view of(6.2) and (7.17), 
r-\ 
{F(y) - F{x)Y-'-^ {1 - F{y)Y-'^^ f{x)f{y) dy dx 
_ kTTJP-Q) lij\k-l) , AjMl) \ 
~ („ + l) rr,s:n+l ^^r,s:n+U 
Rearranging the terms, and replacing nhy (n-l), we get 
AJMD _ n \xj,k) _(J,k) |_c ,0\^- l ) 
l<r<s<n-l. (7.18) 
Similarly it can be shown that 
AJMl) _ n ( 0-,^) _ (j^k) \ (j,k-\) 
^r,r+l:n 2rk(P-Q)^'''^'^^'"~'^ "r:n-\) "r,r+l:n ' 
l<r<n-2, (7.19) 
and 
"«-2,«-l:« ^j^^p _ 0 Vn-2,n-\:n-\ "«-2 :«-l J "«-2,/7-l:« ' " ^ •^ • 
(7.20) 
If we puty = A; = 1, (7.18) reduces to, 
(1,2) n ( \ 
^r,s:n = j^^p_g. Vr,s:n-\ -«r,5-l:«-ll"«r:« (7.21) 
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For non-truncated case, put P = l,Q = 0. For the recurrence relation of 
this case, one may refer to Bamett (1966). Reference may also be 
made to Khan et al. (1983a). 
7.5: Burr distribution (Khan and Khan, 1987) 
The doubly truncated Burr distribution 
Ax) = P-Q ; Q\^x<Pi 
where Q and {l- P),{Q<P) are proportions of truncation on the left 
and right of the distribution respectively and 
^Q^^=[a-Q) ' « - l ] 
0Pf =[(l-P) ^ -1] 
Theorem 7.1: For \<r<s<n-l,s~r>2 and k^(n-s + \)mp. 
1 -
(ri-s + l)mpj a r,s:n 
nP2 
(n-s + i) 
LU,k) _Aj,k) 
{n-s + l)mpO a 
U,k-p) 
r,s:n (7.22) 
Proof: From Theorem 6.1, 
r,s.n r.,s-hn (^ _i)!(j _^ _!),(„ _ ^ + 1), 
Pi Pi 
Qixi 
tn-s+l {l-F(y)f-''-'fix)dydx (7.23) 
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Putting the value of {l - F(y)Y as 
{1 - F(x)f-'-'-^ = (1 - Fix)}"-'\-P2+ ^ / W + — / W 
' mp6 mp 
in (7.23) and rearranging the terms, we get the required result, 
1 - a 
U,k) _ riP2 
r,s:n {n~s + \)mp\ ' • {n-s + X) ^r,s'.n-\ ^r,s-\:n-\ 
XU) k U,k-P) 
"^  ^Ks-hn "^  /„ „ , IN ™ „ z) ^r,s:n {n- s + \)mpO 
Marginal cases can be deduced from (7.22) with the help of some 
relations previously defined. 
1 - (« - r)m p 
AM) _Aj+k) nP2 
r r+\-n ~^r:n ^ -. 'r,r+l:n-l . r :«-l 
k 
(n-r)mp0 ^ri'Xhn >k:^{n-r)mpand\<r<n-2 (7.24) 
1 -
mp 
,yU,k) -a^J+^^-nP^ 
m pO 
(7.25) 
Accordingly, we can obtain moments when k = {n~s + \)mp. 
7.6: Doubly truncated log-logistic distribution (Al-Shboul and Khan, 
1989) 
The probability density function (pdf) of a doubly truncated log-logistic 
distribution is given by 
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{p-Q){\ + exPY 
Qi 
where \pOxP-^il + exPy'^dx = Q 
\p0xP~\\ + OxP)-^dx=-P 
Theorem 7.2: For l<r<s<n-l. 
n (2P-1) 
iP-Q) p{P-Q){n-s)p^''-^-^ a 
U\k) 
n (2P-l)^XJ,k) ^P{l-P) n{n-V) 
cc„ _ i . „ 1 + {n-s + \){P-Q) '"r,s-\:n~\ ^ ^^ _ ^^2 („ _ s){n -s + \) 
XfyU.k) _ U,k) 1 (7.26) 
Proof: We have (Khan et al, 1983b) 
Qix 
il-F{y)f-''-^f{x)dydx (7.27) 
This relation in view of equation 
( P _ 0 2 (P-Q) p(,P-Q) fix) 
reduces to 
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XJ^k)-rrO^k) m-P) n(n-l) 
^r^s-.n ^r,s-l:n , ^ ^.2 (yj^ {P-QY {n~s){n-s + \) 
XM) xm 
^r,s:n~2 ^r,s-\:n~2. 
+ 
n (2P -1) 
{n-s + \){P-Q) 
k n 
^r,s\n-\ "r,s-\\n-\\ 
a 
U,k) 
p{P-Q){n-s){n-s + \) ^'^-"-^ 
and hence the result. 
Theorem 7.3: For 1 < r < « - 2, 
^{j,k) _ „U,k) , kn (j,k) pp. -P) 
<n-\) u,k) P(l-P) njn-l) k(j,k) 
{n-r-\) '^r,n-2:n-2 ^^ _^^2 („ _ ^ _ i) ^1 ^r :«-2 
{n-r-\) 
^U,k) _(j,k) 
^r+\,n:n "•r+\,n-\:n 
+ 
(l-Q-P) n 
(P-Q) (n-r-l) 
XJ,k) _Aj,k) 
>,«-!:«-! "r,n-2:n-l (7.28) 
Proof: From (7.27) aX s = n, we have 
^1^1 
r-\ 
il-F(y))fix)dydx (7.29) 
Expressing 
n-r-l. (F(y)-F(x)Y-''-'(l-F(y))as 
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{F(y) - F(x)f-'-^ F(y)(l - F(y)) ~ F(x) 
(F(y)-F(x)r-'-^(l-Fiy)) 
in (7.29) and replacing F(y){l ~ F{y)) by the relation 
Fix)(l - Fix)) = - - ^ ^ S ^ - V p ^ ' f a - Fix)) + —^fix) 
iP - Q)^ {P - 0 piP - Q) 
we get the required result after noting that 
P P 
I \xJy''~^ iFix)Y-^ iFiy) - Fix))"-'-^fix)dyclx= 
IxJ iFix))'-^ fix)\!^ (1 - Fix))"-'-^. 
p 
t 
X 
•<ix; 
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CHAPTERS 
SINGLE AND PRODUCT MOMENTS OF ORDER STATISTICS 
IN PROGRESSIVE CENSORED CASE 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we establish several recurrence relations satisfied by 
single and product moments of progressively Type-II right censored order 
statistics from the doubly truncated exponential, Pareto and power 
function distributions. It is important when establishing such recurrence 
relations that the relations be complete, in the sense that they may be used 
in a simple recursive manner in order to compute all the single and 
product moments of all progressively Type-II right censored order 
statistics from distribution of interest for all sample sizes n and all 
censoring schemes {R\,R2,---,Rfn),m<n. 
Joint/7£^of all m progressively Type-II right censored order statistics is 
m 
/=1 
xi <X2 <X2, <---<Xffj, (1.1) 
where c = n(«--^-l)---(«-i?i-i?2--
Therefore, the single moment is 
j^(\-Rm) 
i\m:n 
K,-i-m + \) 
R^ 
A(n,m-1) Jl-lx^AxOll-FixOr 
0<xi<"-<jc„<oo 
X /(^2 )[1 - nx2 )r • • • fi^m )[1 - F(x^ ) ]^- cixy-dx^ 
and the product moment is 
(1.2) 
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f^i,j:m:n ~^ ^ i:in:n ^ j:m\n 
= A{n,m-\) \[" \xiXjf{xx)[l-F{xx)f' 
Q<X\<-'-<X„f«Xi 
X /(X2 )[l - F{X2 )f^ • • • f{x„, )[l - F(x^ )f"' dxydx^ 
(1.3) 
where 
Aip,q) = p{p-Rx-\){p-R\-R2-2)-{p-Ri-R2 Rq-q) 
This will enable us to compute all the single and product moments of 
progressively Type-II right censored order statistics for all sample sizes 
and all possible censoring schemes. 
2. Doubly truncated exponential distribution 
Here we will present the recurrence relations for single and product 
moments of progressively Type-II right censored order statistics from 
doubly truncated exponential distribution. Recurrence relations 
established in this case also generalize the results of Joshi (1978, 1979, 
and 1982), Khan et a/.(1983a,b) and Balakrishnan and Joshi (1984) for 
usual order statistics from doubly truncated exponential distribution. 
3. Recurrence relations for single moments 
The probability density function of the doubly truncated exponential 
distribution is 
/ W = ; ^ 7 ^ . Q\<x<Pi. 
Here \-P is the proportion of right truncation on the standard 
exponential distribution and Q is the proportion of left truncation. Thus, 
P = \-e~ ^ and g = 1 - e~^ .The cumulative distribution function of 
doubly truncated exponential distribution is given by 
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Fix) = j^{e-^-e-^), Qi<x<Pi. 
Thus, the characterizing differential equation for this distribution is 
/ ( ^ > = : ^ - ^ ( ^ > = 'l-Q ^ 
P-Q - 1 
+ [ l -F(x)l 
This relation will now be exploited in order to derive complete recurrence 
relations for single and product moments of progressively Type-II right 
censored order statistics from doubly truncated exponential distribution. 
Theorem 3.1: For ^  > - 1 , 
^r'^c^-'wr- r^ D^ ...,x r^-n\ i - p 
P-Q, 
pik+\) ^ 1-g 
P-Q. 
jk+\) 
(3.1) 
Theorem 3.2: For « > 2 and ^ > - 1 , 
(«-l)(*-^ l) _k + \ („-if) fl-P] (n-2f^'^ Jl-Q )^(k-,l) 
^\±n 
n 
•^'i-A-.n P-Q. /^ 1:1:«-1 + P-Q. Q^ 
Theorem3.3:For 2^7M<«-1, R^ >1 and k>-\, 
m.-,Rj'''^ ^ _ 1 _ L ^.(h,-',Rj'^ 
l-P 
P~Ql 
(3.2) 
-(«-i?,-l);.(l^,^^-''^3,---./^./*^^) 
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+ n\ Q\ (k+\) 
Theorem 3.4: For 2 < w < n, i?i = 0, and A; > -1 ^ 
-n \P-Qj 
(R2,R3,-,RJ'''-^^ 
+ n 
yP-Qj Ql 
ik+\) 
Theorem3.5: For 2<i<m-\,m<n-l,Ri >1 and k>-\. 
l-P 
P-Q. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
-^(^> 0 ARi,-Ri-^,Ri+RM,Ri^2,-,Rn,) (A+l) 
^(«-l,/-2)^'-l''"-l:«-l 
+ ^^&?lizlLi?.„(^b---^/-l.^;-l.^/+l.--->^m)^*"''^ 
-(n-Ri p.-j\u(Rl'---Ri-l'Ri+Ri+l+^'Ri+2>--->Rm) 
^ 1 ' ^^i:m-l:n 
(k+l) 
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n-l:m-l:n 
Theorem 3.6: For 2 < / < w - l , m < « - l , i 2 / = 0 andA:>-1, 
"l:/w:« ^ H:m:n 
\-P] Ain,i-l) 
X 
P-QjA{n-l,i-2) 
(Rl ,• • 'Ri-l^Ri+l 'Ri+2 .• • •.-^ /n ) ^ 
(3.5) 
(i?l ,• • •,i?/_2 ,/?,-i ,.R;+i ,--;Rm) 
n-hm-hn-l 
-{n-Rx i ? M - 0 
+ (n-Ri i?/_i - / + 1) 
^-"M:m-l:« 
(3.6) 
Theorems.?: For 2<m<«- l , i?™ >1 and A:>-1, 
Mm:m:n (i?m+l) 
(*) 
(^ + l)/^&:'^^'"^ + l-P 
\ 
X 
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^ f^m-\:m-\:n V 
_n(*+i) 
(3.7) 
Theorem 3.8: For 2 < w < «, i?;„ = 0 and A: > -1 
f^m:m'.n - - -KK'^'-)H'm\m:n 
w „^  1' m-2' w-1 '' 
'^m-l:m-l:« 
l-P A{n,m-\) 
A(n-l,m-2) 
1 ^m-hm-hn-l 
(3.8) 
Remark 3.1: The recurrence relation presented in this subsection is 
complete in the sense that they will enable one to compute all single 
moments of all progressively Type-II right censored order statistics from 
doubly, right(g->0), and left (P->1) truncated exponential 
distributions for all sample sizes and censoring schemes. 
Remark 3.2: It can be shown that for the special case i?i =--- = R^ = 0, 
the recurrence relations reduce to following recurrence relations which 
are equivalent to those given by Joshi(1979), Khan et a/.(1983a, b) and 
Balakrishnan and Joshi (1984) for the usual order statistics from doubly 
truncated exponential distribution: 
From Eq. (3.1), we obtain for A: > - 1 , 
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From (3.2) and (3.4), we have for n > 2 andA; > - L 
,(^+1) 
,Xk+\)_k + ]^ (k)_ \-P 
P-Q. 
„(^+l) 
+ 
fi-eWi) 
From (3.6) we have 2<.i<n-l and k>-\. 
(fc+1) _ (A+1) , _ i _ .^ + iN„(^) _ „ 
From (3,8), we have for « > 2 and k>-\ 
P-Q. f^ i:n-\ >" M:n-1 
//S=(A: + l)//S+/"i^|S-« ri_p\ (p(^+0 _ „(^+l) ] iM f^n-\:n-\ } 
P-Q. 
4. Recurrence relations for product moments 
We may obtain the following recurrence relations for product moments of 
progressively Type-II right censored order statistics from doubly 
truncated exponential distributions. 
Theorem 4.1: F o r i < i < j < m - \ , m < n ~ \ a n d i ? , • > 1, 
^ / . 
{Riy';R„) ^ 1 f i^'-'Pm) 
j:m:n (Rj+l) M, i,j\m:n 
P-Q. 
^jnj) (Rh-,Rj-i,Rj+Rj+i,Ri+2--^Rm) 
_A(n-l,j-l)^''J'-'"-^'-"-^ 
_ ^(^'•/~^) iRh->Rj-2,Rj-i+Rj,Rj+h-,Rm) 
^(«-l,y-2)^'" '-/-l: '"-l=«-l 
An,j-\) (Ri,-,Rj_i,Rj-l,Rj+i,-,R^) 
Ain-\,j-l) J^iJ:m:n-\ 
-(n-Ri Rf _/)»f^i ' - '^y-i '^y+%i+^'%2,-,^«) 
^ ^ J •'^^i,j:m-\'.n 
^ J ^ •' ^^i, j-l:m-l:n 
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(4.1) 
Theorem 4.2: For l<i<j<m-X m<n and Rj =0, 
P-Q)A(n-\J-2) 
X 
'"/, j-.m-hn-l 
_ iRh--;Rj-\>Rj+w',Rm) 
^i, j-\:m-\'.n-\ 
-{n-Rx Rj-\-J) 
(Rl,- • ;Rj-i ,Rj+i+l,Rj+2 >• • '>Rm ) 
+ («-i?l Rj-\-j + \) 
^ f^i, j-\:m-\:n 
Theorem 4.3: For l < / < w - l , m<n-l and Rjj, > I 
m — '•> 
iR]-->Rm)_ 1 f iRi-'>Rm) (\-P] 
A{n,m-\) (R,,-,R^.2,R^_,+R^) 
+ 
A(n, m-l) 
(4.2) 
m,m-i) (Ri,-,Rn,-uR„-\) 
A(n-l,m-l) "'^i,^-m:n-\ 
+ («-/?! i ? ^ 1 - m + 1)X Z/^^l'"''^m-2.Rm-\+Rm+^) \ 
* '" ^ ^ ^i,m-\:m-\:n J 
Theorem 4.4: For 1 < / < /w - 1 , m < «, and i?^ = 0, 
(4.3) 
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(i?l,-,i?„_l,0) 
"/, m:m:n "/, m:m:n 
(\-P\ A{n,m-\) 
P-Q)A{n-\,m-2) 
^1>"/, 7w-l:n-l ^i, m-l:m-\:n-\ 
+ {n-Ri Rf„_i -m + ^)Mi^m-hm-l:n-l f 
(4.4) 
Remark 4.1: Using these recurrence relations, we can obtain all products 
moments of progressively Type-II right censored order statistics from 
doubly truncated exponential distribution for all sample sizes and all 
censoring schemes(Ri,---,R^). 
Remark 4.2: Note that for the case of the doubly truncated exponential 
distribution, explicit expressions for the single and product moments of 
progressively Type-II right censored order statistics are not readily 
obtained in closed form. Therefore, the recurrence relations presented in 
this will be useful to efficiently calculate the required moments in a 
simple recursive manner. 
Remark 4.3: For truncated exponential distribution. 
From (4.2) we obtain for 1 < / < y < « - 1 , 
^l-P 
Mi,J:n ~Mi,j-hn "*• 1 Mi-.n - « 
n-J + l 
From (4.4) we obtain for 1 < / < « - 1 , 
V^  
—^m,J:n-\ -Mi,j-l:n-\} 
/^i,n:n - Mi,n-l:n "^ Mi:n ~^ JZ^m^i:n-l -Mi,n-l:n-l)-
If we let Q —>0'm the above relations, we arrive ay recurrence relations 
equivalent to those given in Joshi (1978, 1982) for usual order statistics 
from right truncated exponential distribution. Alternatively, if we 
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let/*->l, we obtain recurrence relations for the usual order statistics 
from the left truncated exponential distribution. 
Using the recurrence relations developed in section 3 and 4, the means, 
variances and covariances of all progressively Type-II right censored 
order statistics can be readily computed. 
5. Truncated Pareto distribution 
We will represent in this section complete recurrence relations satisfied 
by single and product moments of progressively Type-II right censored 
order statistics from doubly truncated Pareto distribution established by 
Aggarwala and Balakrishnan (2005b). 
The probability density fiinction of doubly truncated Pareto distribution is 
given by 
f{x) = j^vx-''-\l<Qi<x<Pi,v>0 
where Q = ^ -Qi^ and P = l-P^^; here l-P is proportion of 
truncation on the right of the standard Pareto distribution and Q is 
proportion of truncation on the left. 
The cumulative distribution fimction of doubly truncated Pareto 
distribution is 
P(.x) = ——-r(l2i~'^ "•^"'^j ' ^^^ ^^ ^ characterizing differential equation 
for this distribution is given by 
+ ll-F(x)]~ f(x) = - '-^-Fix) 
xlP-Q 
'l-Q_^ 
J P-Q 
This relation can be used to establish recurrence relations for the single 
and product moments of progressively Type-II right censored order 
statistics from doubly truncated Pareto distribution. 
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6. Recurrence relations for single moments 
Theorem 6.1: For A; ^ 0, 
„(0)W ^\ 
-"1:1:1 ^ 
.[p(^-^).QOc-y)\ k^y 
(k-u)(P-Q) 
(6.1) 
Remark 6.1: If we letP - » 1 , this moment exists only for v' > A:, in which 
case its value becomes yQ 
k-v 
1 
iv-m-Q) 
Theorem 6.2: For « > 2 and A: > 0, 
(«-!)(*) no 
k-nv 
^l-p^ in-2f^ f i - e ^ A 
KP-QJ 
^l±n~l 
yP-Qj 
(6.2) 
Theorem 6.3: For 2 :< m :^  « - 1 , i2| > 1 and A: > 0 
Ux-pW 
i.k-v){R^+\) [VP-Ql 
(*) 
% _ 1 l^l:/«:n-l 
n-\ ^1:'«-1:«-1 
^ i -'^l:7M-l:n 
-n ~ Q^ 
KP-QP 
(6.3) 
Theorem 6.4: For 2 S m < «, J^ j = 0, and )t > 0, 
= - \n 
k-v\ yp~Qj 
(0,R2,-,R,„)^ 
^l:w-l:n-l ^^" ^^n-.m-hn-l 
•n 
\P-Qj Ql\-
(6.4) 
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Theorem 6.5: For 2 < / < m -1, /« ^ « - 1 , /?/ > 1 and A: >, 
k - v{Rx +1) 
Ain,i-\) (Ri,-R,^2A-\+RhRM'-^Rm)^''^ 
+ 
A{n,i-l) „(/?!,• ••/?,_i,/?,-l,/?/+i,-•-,/?;„)' (^) 
Ai 
, /^ n n ;N,,(-^l,"--/?i-b'^;+-^i+l+U-/?,+2'--Ai) (*) 
(A) 
(6.5) 
where 
Aip,q) = Pip - Ri -\)(p - Ri - R2 -2)--(p - Ri - R2 R^-q) 
Theorem 6.6: For2 <:i<m-l,m<n,Ri =0 and A:>0, 
,(RvRi-iARM,-,Rj''^ _ V 'M-P^ A{n,i-~X) 
\P-Q)A{n-\,i-T) 
(/?!,•• •/?,•_! ,Ri+i,Ri+2 >---,Rm) 
^ i-\:m-\:n~\ 
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+ (n-R-[ Rj-i -i) 
^ ^i\m-\:n 
-{n-R\ Ri-\ - / + 1) 
(i?, ,• • •Rj_2 ,Rj-\ +l,^,+i ,• • •,Rm ) W 
(6.6) 
Theorem 6.7: For 2 ^  w ^ « - 1 , iJ^ ;, > 1 and A: > 0, 
i.R^-,Rmi^'^ V \[\-P\ 
l^m:m:n k-v{R,n+\)\P-Q] 
A(n-lm-2yrn-hm-hn-l 
, A(n,m-l) (R^,-,R^_yRm-ii^^ 
A(n-\,m-\) »^^w:m:«-l 
-(n-R. R 1-w+l) 
^ 1 m-l ^ 
^m-\'.m-\'.n 
Theorem 6.8: For 2 < w < «, i?^ = 0 and A; > 0, 
^W 
/t — V 
'^w- l :m- l :? j 
+ 
Aiji, m - l ) 
A(n-l,m~2) 
(6.7) 
M ^m-l:m-\:n-\ 
(6.8) 
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Remark 6.2: If we let P -> 1, we get results for right truncation provided 
v{R^+l)>k. 
Remark 6.3:The relations presented in subsection are complete in the 
sense that they will enable one to compute all the single moments of 
progressively Type-II right censored order statistics from the doubly, 
right (Q-^O) and left (P->1) truncated Pareto distributions for all 
sample sizes and all censoring schemes. 
7. Recurrence relations for product moments 
Theorem 7.1: Fori <i<j<m~\,m<n-\andT? .• > 1, 
V 
^*i, j:m\n 
xs 
\-v{Rj+\) 
'(\-P\ 
P-Q. 
A(n,j~\) iRi,-,Rj_i,Rj-\,Rj+^,-.,R„,) 
A(n-l,J-\) J^iJ--m:n-\ + 
^ ^ J J^^i, j:m-\:n 
\n-R. i?,. -7+1)/ / . \ }-} •/-! -/ y+1 
1 7-1 -' ^^i,]-\\m-\\n 
Theorem 7.2: For 1 < / < y ^ / « - 1 , m<n and Rj =0, 
^m) 
iRw;Rj~\ARj+w,Rm) _ V [( 
\-v IV 
1-P A{nJ-\) 
A{n-l,J-2) 
~ (Ri,-,Rj.uRM,-,Rm) 
^i, j\m-\:n-\ 
(7.1) 
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^i, j-\'.m-\:n-l 
+ in-Ri Rj-\-J) 
(Rl,- • ;Rj_i,Rj+i+l,Rj+2,- • •,Rm) 
^ ^i, j:m-\:n 
-(n-Ri Rj_i-j + l) 
(i?l ,• • •,Rj-2 ,Rj-\ +1.^+1 .• "'Rm) 
^ f^i, j-hm-hn 
Theorem 7.3: For 1 < / < m -1 , m < « -1 and i?;;, > 1, 
(7.2) 
KP-QJ 
X 
Ain,m-\) iRi,-,R^.2>Rm-i+Rm) 
A{n, m-l) 
Ait 
^{n,m~\) iRi,-,R„,-i,R,„-l) 
Theorem 7.4: For l<i<m-l, m<n, and i?^ = 0, 
^^''"'^m-V^^ - ^ \(1-P] Ain,m-l) 
{Rh---Rm-2 .-^m-l +Rm +1) 
(7.3) 
>", i,m:m:n l-v P-Q)A{n-l,m-2) 
^i^i,m-l:n-l ^i,m-\:m-l:n-l 
_(„_i? _..._i? -m + l)//f^'"'V2'Vl+^)l 
1 m-l ^^i,m-\\m-\\n 
(7.4) 
Remark 7.1: If we let P ^ lin the last two relations (7.3) and (7.4), we 
must also have v(i?^ +1) > A; for existence. 
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Remark 7.2: Using these recurrence relations, we can obtain the product 
moments of progressively Type-II right censored order statistics from the 
doubly truncated Pareto distribution for all sample sizes and all censoring 
schemes (jRj, ••-,/?;„). 
Remark 7.3 :If we put i?i = • • • = 72^  = 0 and consequently m = «, all the 
above relations reduce to corresponding results for single and product 
moments of usual order statistics from doubly truncated Pareto 
distribution established by Balakrishnan and Joshi (1982), Khan et al 
(I983a,b). 
Using the recurrence relations developed in section 6 and 7, the means, 
variances and covariances of all progressively Type-II right censored 
order statistics can be readily computed. 
8. Truncated power function distribution 
Already noticed that the recurrence relations for the truncated form of 
exponential and Pareto distribution look very similar. 
The probability density function of doubly truncated power function 
distribution is given by 
fix) = j-—ax"-\{i<Qi <x<Pi <l,a>0, (8.1) 
where Q = Q"and P = P", here, 1-P is the proportion of truncation on 
the right of standard power fiinction distribution and Q is the proportion 
of truncation on the left. 
The cumulative distribution function of doubly truncated power function 
distribution is 
^^^>JZQ^^"-QI^' (8.2) 
and the characterizing differential equation for this distribution is given 
by 
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X 
Q 
P-Q 
+ F(x) 
P-Q. X X 
(8.3) 
The differential equation differs from that of the doubly truncated Pareto 
distribution only in terms of the constant term and the sign of constant 
multiplying [l - F(x)].Therefore, the recurrence relations already 
presented for doubly truncated Pareto distribution will be altered with 
some changes and we will get the following results. 
Theorem 8.1: For 2<i<m-l,m<n-l,Ri >1 and A:>0, 
a 
k + a{Ri +1) 
^< 
(r p ^ 
\\ P-Q A (^«-l,/-l)^ '='"-l="-l 
A(n,i-1) (/?i....i?,._i,i?,-u,.^ i,..,/?^)(*) 
^ ( « - l , / - l ) ''"':'«--«-I 
+ (n-Ri /?y_i - / + 1) 
^ JRh-Ri-2A-\+Ri+^>RM>-,Rmf^ 
Theorem 8.2: For 1 < / < m - 1 , w < « and i?™ = 0, 
(8.4) 
(r A{n, m~\) 
\^P-Q)A{n-\,m-2) 
X in: m-\\n-\ n, m-\\m-\\n-\ 
+{n-R, --R„_, --+i)4^iii_t;!r'' ' 'l; (8-5) 
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Theorem 8.3: For 2 < w ^ n -l , i?i ^ 1 and A: > 0 
u p ^ 
f\:m:n k + a{R^+\)\lyP-Q fi-\ '"l:w-l:«-l 
n 
W 
-(-^ i-i)^ ifr-"r^ ''^ ''--'"-^ ^^ ^ ^ ef-ef 
M 
P-Q 
(8.6) 
The starting value of the recursive algorithm in this case are given by 
„(0)<« _J 
(3 
(^ + aXP - Q) 
[pik-,a)_Q(k+a)^^ i t ^ - a 
a [HPO-HQi)] 
(8.7) 
A; = - a , g l >0. 
[(P-Q) 
The recursive algorithm for computation of single and product moments 
in this case virtually identical to the one presented in last section for 
doubly truncated Pareto distribution. 
Remark 8.1: If we set i?i =--- = i?^ =0 and consequentlyw = «, these 
relations will readily reduce to corresponding results for the single and 
product moments of usual order statistics from the doubly truncated 
power ftinction distribution established by Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981) 
andKhanera/. (1983a,b). 
Remark 8.2 : It needs to be mentioned here that although all results in 
this chapter are presented for real k, we will be primarily interested only 
in the values of k which are positive integers as we will usually require 
only the means, variances and so on ,for practical applications of these 
results. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS IN PROGRESSED 
CENSORED SAMPLE 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter we estimate the parameters in progressive censored sample 
for some specific continuous distributions such as Normal, exponential, 
Weibull, uniform, Pareto, Laplace and two-parameter exponential 
distributions. Also estimation of scale parameters of the exponential 
distribution under B and C plans are considered. 
2. Normal distribution 
The;7<^ofthe normal distribution 7-A/^ C/ZjO- ) is 
/(3^) = — i ^ e x p (y-M) , - o o < 3 ; < 0 0 , - ( » < / / < 0 0 , ( T > 0 
(2.1) 
The likelihood function of the general progressively Type-I censored sample 
is 
ki+k2 m 
L{e) = C[FiTQ;0)f^ Ylfi^i>^)Yl[^-nTi;0)f', (2.2) 
i=ki+l -^ i=0 
where ki are the items which fail before observation begins(i.e. before time 
To) and k2 are the items which fails during the experimentation. The 
resulting observed failure times are ^;ti+b^A:2+l''"'^^i+^2'^ ^^  *® 
normalizing constant independent of ^. 
Denoting the observed (ordered) progressively censored sample by 
yt, / = 1, • • •, A:2 ,the log-likelihood function to be maximized fot the location 
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and scale parameters will be (in progressive Type-I censored sample, 
ki=Ro=TQ=0) 
In L{ju, <T) = (constant) - Incr - - ^ 
where /^/=0(^/),-^i = Ti-M 
+ X^/ln(l-i^) (2.3) 
/=1 
and 0(.) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal 
(// = 0,o- = I) distribution. To maximize the log-likelihood, the score 
equations to be solved are 
%—41-
rTN2 
m Ri mfj>. \^ Ri (2.4) 
where Z/ = <p(^i) and q){.) is the probability density function of the 
l-<^(^/) 
standard normal distribution. Cohen (1963) has discussed the numerical 
solutions of these equations in detail. Note that maximum likelihood for 
progressively Type-II right censored samples will result in the same system 
of equations, with the censoring times 7}, replaced by failure times yj. 
3. Exponential distribution 
Denoting the general progressively Type-II censored order statistics from the 
distribution of interest by rYr+i.f„.„,i = lX--->m-r, where 
r^r+\\m\n^"'>r^m\m:n denote the lifetimes of m-r completely observed 
units to fail. For the one-parameter exponential distribution, the MLE of the 
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scale parameter 0 does not exist in an explicit form and has to be 
determined from likelihood equation by a numerical method. The equation 
to be solved numerically for 6 is [Balakrishnan and Sandhu, 1996]. 
rexp 
r^r+l:m:n 
e m 
r^r+\:m:n ^ Y, ^ 
1-exp 
V 
r^r+hm:n 
J' 
= -0im-r)Y^iRi+l),Yi,rn:n (3.1) 
i=r+l 
In the special case when r = 0, however, the MLE of 0 is given explicitly 
by 
m 
- 1 0 = -
m 
1 ' 
(3.2) 
^j=l 
which becomes identical with BLUE of 0 as given below 
1 
^ * = 
a 
m-r -\ + r+\:n 
m (a 1 ^ 
rYr+l:m:n 
(3.3) 
where 
1=1 (n-i + ly 
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Remark 3.1: Cohen (1963) derived the maximum likelihood estimator for 
9 when observed sample is a progressively Type-I right censored sample. 
The estimator is 
^ 2^1=1^1'^Aji-}^ii Total Accumulated Life , . , ,^ ^^  
6 = =^ f^i=i = ^ , and it reduces to (3.2) 
when it is adjusted for Type-II samples, viz. 7}are replaced by yi, and k2, 
the number of observed failures times, is replaced by m. 
Remark 3.2: Suppose k progressively Type-II right censored samples are 
available from the Exponential {&) distribution, with the i censored 
sample denoted by 
^i\\\mi -.rii' ^ i;2:mj -.ni'"'»^/; w,- :w,- :«,• 
and the corresponding progressive censoring scheme by 
(Ri,l>Ri,2r-,Ri,mi) for z = l,2,-",A:.Then, Balakrishnan et al.(200\) have 
derived the MLE of the 0 to be 
^ = — y y ( i 2 , ; + l ) K ^ ^ ' ' ' ' ' " ' ^ ' > ' \ 
where w+ = Z^^^^mf .They have also shown that 0 is distributed as gamma 
with shape parameter m+ and scale parameter < ^ ; furthermore,^ is an 
m. + 
unbiased estimator of 0 with Var0) = ^  / , is sufficient and strongly 
consistent for 0, and is asymptotically normally distributed. 
Now denote the general progressively Type-II censored order statistics from 
two-parameter exponential distribution (location parameter// , scale 
parametercr) by ;.yr+i:m:n J = l,-'-,m-r.The log-likelihood function based 
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on this general progressively Type-II censored order statistics is given by 
[Balakrishnan and Sandhu, 1996] 
]nL= (constant) - (w - r) In cr + r In 
*-t f j - / ' F M ; / / / • 
r-^r+i:m: 
l-e 
m 
j=r+l 
•^i:m:n M 
\ 
(3.4) 
For the special case when r = 0, the log-likelihood function in (3.4) is 
monotonically increasing in ^ so that MLE of ^ i s ^ = 7i:„. In this case, 
the MLE of a is given by 
m 
It may be noted that the MLEs // and <T are both biased. 
For the case when r > 0, even though it initially appears from (3.4) that the 
MLEs of //and<j may not exist explicitly, it turns out that the MLEs of 
ywandcr take on simple linear forms (Balakrishnan et a/., 1999). To see this, 
there are likelihood equations for// and a from (3.4) to be 
dInL 
dfi 
and 
dInL 
do-
r 
a r^r+I;m;« f^ 
l-e 
1 "^  (3.5) 
i=r+\ 
m-r r 
<J G 
\rYr+\:m:n M) 
r^r+l:m:n /^ _ / / ^ 
r^r+l:m:n M 
l-e 
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o- a i=r+\ 
Equation (3.5) simplifies to 
\r^r+hm:n ~M)^ 
(3.6) 
rexp 
V y 
1-exp 
\r^r+\:m:n M) ] = n-r 
which immediately yields the MLE of jj. to be 
/ i=r^. + 6 - l n | l - -
Equation (3.6), in conjunction with the MLE of /u m (3.7), reduces to 
m-r n-r 
(3.7) 
which readily yields the MLE of a to be 
1 
1 ^ 
^2 
w 
G = 2j{Ri +l)(rM:m:n r ^r+l:/M:«) (3.8) 
Remark 3.3: The derivation of MLEs of //andcr in (3.7) and (3.8) for the 
general progressively Type-II censored sample case generalizes the results 
of Cohen for the special case of the general progressively Type-II right-
censored sample (r = 0).lt is also of interest to mention here that the results 
of Kambo (1978) for the case of doubly Type-II censored samples may be 
deduced as a special case from (3.7) and (3.8). 
The BLUEs of //and a to be 
a * _ Y V+l:« ^ 
i=r+2 
and 
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^ 1 m-r-\ 
Var{jf) = (j'^ 
f 2 
/ w - r - 1 
\ 
2 
^^r v.m 
J 
and 
a 
Cov(u ,(j ) = -cr^ -. 
m-r-i 
Remark 3.4: Comparing the MLEs in (3.7) and (3.8) with the BLUEs, 
it is quite clear that the BLUEs are simply MLEs adjusted for their bias. As a 
result, the expressions of the variances of the BLUEs may be used to derive 
the variances of the MLEs of// and <j given in (3.7) and (3.8). 
These quantities turn out to be 
i 2 
Variju) = 
-
fir+l + 
ln( l^^) 
n 
m~r 
(m-r-)) f<y 
and 
_. . ^. m-r-I 2 Var(a) = -<T^, 
(m-r) 
respectively. 
Remark 3.5: Due to the equivalence of the MLEs and the BLUEs in this 
case, the inference developed for the parameters ju and cr using pivotal 
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quantities based on the BLUEs will be same as those based on the MLEs. 
For the special case of progressively Type-II right censored samples, this has 
been noted by Viveros and Balakrishnan (1994). 
Remark 3.6: For large w, it is clear that the MLE a in (3.8) approaches the 
BLUE <j* .Furthermore, since 
r+1 J « J n-r-\ 
and 
lim ^ ^ 1 ^ 
iV->oo 
y - - l n i V = y (Euler's constant) 
:(5 
the MLE of ft in (3.7) becomes identical with the BLUE of // for large m 
(and therefore for large «). 
Remark 3.7: Suppose there are progressively Type-II right censored 
samples of size m each from Exponential {fj,\,<7\) and Exponential 
(i"2'^2) distributions, obtained from n units on test with the same 
progressive censoring scheme(i^i,---,7?^) .Let(//i,o-i)and(//2,o"2)be 
corresponding MLEs obtained from two progressively censored samples. 
Then, Balakrishnan et al. (1999) have established an order- preserving 
property of these MLEs.Specifically, they have proved that if /2\ < //2 and 
(T\ < (J2 then /ij <^ ^ /^2 and &i <st &2 where <^ ^ denotes usual stochastic 
ordering between random variables. 
Remark 3.8: Suppose k progressively Type-II right censored samples are 
available from an Exponential (^,a) distribution, with the i^^ censored 
sample denoted by 
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and the corresponding progressive censoring scheme by (^/;i,"->^/;w,) 
for / = l,2,---,/t. Then, Balakrishnan et al (2001) have derived MLEs of 
//and <j to be 
and 
A; mi 
- 1 VV^/? +nfy(^'.i'-'^'.'"') i)' 
^k where »^+=X-=i'"/ -They have further shown that jj, and a are 
independent, (//, &) is complete for (//, <j), (T is distributed as gamma with 
shape parameter m+ - land scale parameter ,and// is distributed as 
Exponential (//,—) where «+ = ^ ^.^^«,-.Balakrishnan et a/. (1999) have 
«+ 
also shown that & = ^^<j and // = /) are UMVUEs (uniformly 
minimum variance unbiased estimators) of a and //, respectively, with 
Var{S)= ^ Var(Ji) = ^—-o"^ and 
' " + - 1 (w+-l)»J 
^2 
Cov(jLi, a) = 
(m+-l)n+ 
They have further discussed the maximum likelihood estimation of a and 
// based on k general progressively Type-II censored samples. 
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4. Weibull distribution 
Cohen (1975) considered both maximum likelihood and modified maximum 
likelihood estimation for three parameters [location (//), scale (cr), shape 
(6)] Weibull distribution with cumulative distribution function 
F(y) = 1 - exp 
\ 
; ;>/ / , -oo</ /<oo,<T>0,^>0. 
The Weibull distribution is commonly used failure time distribution, due to 
desirable properties such as positive, increasing hazard rate and as such, 
many of the original paper published on progressive censoring considered 
the Weibull distribution as failure time distribution of interest. The log-
likelihood function for progressively Type-I right censored sample from 
Weibull distribution is given by 
h 
InZ, = (constant) + k2\^0-k2\ri(T + {6-1)^InCv/ - / / ) 
j=\ /=i 
where yi is the observed (ordered) progressively censored sample. 
From the inspection of likelihood function, that the three cases 6^  < 1,^ = 1 
and G > 1 may be considered separately. If it is known that 6 = \ , then it has 
simply a location-scale exponential distribution. If ^ < 1 then the likelihood 
fiinction becomes infinite as// -> j^j and therefore JLi = y\ [in fact, as Cohen 
(1975) has pointed out /l = yi-^ where 77is the unit of precision of 
measurements made.]The additional score equations to be solved for a and 
9 in this case are given by 
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da a rr^ 
ainl „ ^2 -
^ 2 ' ^ /D 
/=i z=l 
(4.1) 
de 6 ;tl 
(J 
k. m 
^e 
/=1 /=1 
(4.2) 
cr can be eliminated now between these two equations, obtaining a single 
equation as 
Zfii {yt - ^f in(;^ / - /^ ) + S M -^ / (^ f - ^f in(r, - //) 
1 1 ^2 (4.3) 
when fj, or its estimate is known, as in the present case and the two 
parameters case discussed by Cohen (1966), solve this equation only for^ 
then obtain estimate for a by substitution back into the original equation, 
aini 
du 0, given above. 
Finally, for the case when^>l, system of the three equations must be 
solved, consisting of two equation —;— = 0 and ^^ = 0 given above. 
da de 
along with the equation 
t2 
5// a 
^ ^ 
/=i /=i 
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Again simplification by eliminating the parameter cr is possible. Cohen 
(1975) has discussed the numerical solution to these equations in more 
detail, using y\ as an initial approximation for/i. 
A method of likelihood estimation known as modified maximum likelihood 
estimation is possible for the cases in which the location parameter also 
serves as a threshold parameter. Cohen (1975) has discussed this method of 
estimation for the three parameter Weibull distribution. In this method, the 
last equation mentioned in the system of the equations —— = 0 is replaced 
o/i 
by the equation E(Xi ) = y\ .For the three parameter Weibull distribution, the 
distribution becomes 
jii + 1 + — 
0 
In determining which of the two methods to use in a particular case, a 
comparison may be carried out. Gibbons and Vance (1983), for example 
carried out such a comparison for the two parameters (scale / shape) Weibull 
distribution through a simulation study, and found that for larger 
progressively Type-I right censored samples, the traditional maximum 
likelihood method generally performed better than the modified method. 
Thomas and Wilson (1972) conducted a comparison of various linear 
estimators of Weibull (and extreme value) distribution, which may have 
been one of the first steps towards also comparing various censoring 
schemes to determine the best one to employ. It is worthwhile to note that 
the location-scale extreme value random variable is equivalent to the natural 
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logarithm of a two parameters [scale (<j) and shape (0)] Weibull random 
variable. The location parameter for the extreme value distribution is given 
by ^/e 
) 
and the scale parameter by VQ . 
5. Uniform distribution 
In the one-parameter uniform (0,6) case, the MLE of 0 does not exist in an 
explicit form and has to be determined from likelihood equation by a 
numerical method. The equation to be solved numerically for 6 is given by 
(denoting progressively censored sample by^7^4.j-.^.„,z = l , - - - ,m-r) 
[Aggarwala and Balakrishnan, 1998]. 
^ ^i r^i-.m-.n 
E zj_ y ' =^^ G^rYmm-.n'^ (5-1) 
Notice that for ^ =^ y^.;„.„, the left hand side of (5.1) is infinite , while as 
6 goes to infinity, the left hand side goes to 0 .Furthermore the left hand 
side of (5.1) is monotonically decreasing in^ between ^7^.^.„and oo.Thus 
there must be a unique solution to this equation in (^ ^ w:w:«»°° )• 
In two parameters uniform (ju, ju + a) case, the two equations to be solved 
simultaneously are: 
m n 
y ^ = ^ < V 
^ n + rr- Y. V . /, ' ^-r ^r+l:m:n^ i=r+\f^^" r •'r.m-.n r ^ r+l:m:n ~ M 
^ ^i rrt m:n rju 
'm, M + o->,Y^,^,„, (5.2) i=r+l M + <^ r ^iimin r ^ r+hm-.n ~ f^ 
where ^ Yy^-X-.m-.n^r ^r+2:m:n>'''»r ^m:m-.« i^ ow denote the general 
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progressively Type-II right censored order statistics from the Uniform 
(ju, fi + <y) distribution. However in the special case when r = 0, so that we 
are left with a progressively Type-II right censored 
samplel^ -.^ .^.^ , / = 1,2, • • •, w, the MLE of fi is given by 
>"=0 ^1:/M:« =^l:m:« =^1:«» ^^^ ^^ ® following equation must then be 
solved for <j 
^ Ri\Xi:m:n ~ n:m\n) ^ ^ ^ ^^ ON 
y_jCr \Xi:m:n ^\:m:n) 
which is of the same form as (5.1). Using similar arguments then, we 
conclude that there must be one solution to this equation in the 
interval(r;;j.;„.;, -7i.^.„,oo). 
6. Pareto distribution 
Let Wi.f„:n,W2:tn:nr--,Wfn:m:n denote a progressively Type-II right 
censored sample from location-scale shifted Pareto (v) distribution. The 
likelihood ftmction to be maximized for estimators of // and a (which will 
be denoted by ju andcr) are [Aggarwala and Balakrishnan (2005a)] 
m 
L(M,o-) =(constant) v'«c7^«n(^^:/«:« " M V ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ' ^ ' K Wi,,n'.n > -" + ^. 
/=! 
(6.1) 
Upon inspection of this likelihood, it is evident that it is an increasing 
ftmction of both /d and cr. Therefore, the maximum must lie on the line 
^\\m\n =H + cr- Substituting for cr in the above likelihood function and 
differentiating with respect to//, the resulting equation to be solved for the 
MLE of// is given by, 
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m KVtlHi^ vn ^ provided /«>1. (6.2) 
The maximum likelihood estimator of a can then be found by setting 
Two parameter scale-shape estimation is also feasible for progressively 
censored order statistics from the Pareto distribution. Let 
Whm:n > ^ 2:m:n >••, W'^:m:n denote the progressively Type-II right censored 
sample from scaled Pareto(v) distribution, that is Wj.„j.fj =crXi.jfj.„ where 
the parameters v and a are both to be estimated from the sample. 
Corresponding maximum likelihood estimates are denoted by v and a. The 
likelihood fiinction to be maximized is then given by 
I(v,o-)=(constant) v'"<T''''f[(Wr;;^\^'-'^^-^),Wi:rn:n>^ (6-3) 
/=1 
It is clear that this likelihood fimction is an increasing fiinction of a, and 
therefore, d^ = W\.ffj.„. Upon the partial differentiation of the logarithm of 
the likelihood fimction with respect to v, it is found that, for »2 > 1 
V = . (6.4) 
In fact, we are able to obtain the distribution of v as follows. Applying the 
order preserving transformation Uj = In '' i:in'.n 
\ 
\ ^ J 
i = \,2,-",m, we find that 
C/l, C/2»• • • > t^w is a progressively Type-II right censored sample from the 
exponential distribution with mean—. 
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More specifically, 
m m m 
t^{Ri+l)HWi:^,„)-n\n{Wi,^,„) = 'Z(^i +I)i7,- -«£/ i = X ^ / where 
i=l /=1 /=1 
Zi =nUi and 2/ =(n-Ri -•••i2/_i - / + 1) (t// - t / z - i ) (/ = 2,3,---,w)are 
mutually independent generalized spacings mentioned above each having an 
exponential distribution with mean V. 
It is found that has chi-square distribution with 2(m -1) degrees of 
V 
freedom (Baiakrishnan and Sandhu, 1996). This fact can be used to develop 
confidence intervals or tests of hypothesis about v. Furthermore, a 
~ m — 2 Tz y 
consistent and unbiased estimator of v is v = v ^ with Var(v) = m m-3 
It can be seen that a/a has the Pareto (y n) distribution. It is also seen that 
a and v are independent random variables, since a is function of Zj alone 
and V is fiinction of only Z2, Z3, • • •, Z;„ .Then,one can determine an 
unbiased and consistent estimator for cr as 5^  = 
Var{a) = 
1 - '" (m -1)« V a with 
V n(m - l)(v n-2) 
Remark 6.1: It has been noted that the estimator P' (and so ^) exist 
form > 1. However, the first and second moments of the estimator exist only 
if m > 3. 
Remark 6.2: In the special case where no censoring takes place, have 
setting i?i = i?2 = • • • = ^n = 0 in (6.4). 
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n 
V = 
IM'" 
(W- and ^ = Wv.n 
J 
7. Laplace distribution 
For the Laplace distribution with cumulative distribution function and 
probability density function given by 
ny)^\ 
1 (y-A 
. 1 1—exp 
2 
/ y-pi 
/ (y) = T-exp ^ ly-//'^ 
y<ld 
y>H 
o o < y < o o , - o o < / / < o o , c r > 0 (7.1) 
The maximum likelihood estimation based on complete samples has been 
discussed by number of authors; see, for example (Johnson et al, 1995). 
Denoting the progressively Type-II right censored sample of size m with 
censoring scheme (R[,R2,'--,Rm) from a random sample of size n from 
(7.1) by y,-
:m:n^^~ 1'^'• • • jwi, we can write the likelihood function (L) for a 
progressively Type-II right censored sample as 
m 
Ri 
LiM,C7) = cYlf{yi:m:n)[l" Fiyi,^„)\ , 
/=1 
where cis 
c = n{n-Ri -l)"-(n~Ri ~R2 R^_i -m + l) 
Firstly maximize with respect ju. 
For the values of //^7i.^.„, the likelihood function reduces to (here we 
denote the likelihood function by L^) 
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LoiM 
2 (J 
(7.2) 
which is monotonically increasing function of// .Next, considering values of 
M>Ym:m:n- ^or these values, the likelihood function reduces to (here we 
denote the likelihood function by Z,„) 
(2a-) /=1 
(7.3) 
Upon taking the logarithm of L^ and differentiating with respect to// , we 
get 
ainL 
'tn m 
dju 
m 
E -
i=l 2cr 
Rie (Yi:m:n-M)/o-
2 
(7.4) 
Now, if i?i = i?2 ="' = ^ m = 0 , then /w = « , so that the right hand side of 
(7.4) is simply which is strictly less than 0. If some 
Rj > 0, / = 1,2, ••',m, then 
— < + • ^ 0 II 2_,Ri <m, i.e. n-m<m, i . e . w > - , 
/=1 
so that Z^ is monotonically decreasing for these values of m. Thus if the 
observed number of failures m>- ,the MLE of ju lies in the 
interval(7i.^.„,7^.^.^). Consider now the values of // such that 
^i'.m-.n <M^Yj+hm'.n) ^ r / €{ l , 2 , - - . ,w- l} . In this case, the likelihood 
function reduces to 
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i.(^,<,)=_^.i:/=.«:-"-''V-/ 
(2(7) n /=1 
\_\_JJi.m:n-ti)l(^ 
2 
Z^ 
xe 
-i:T=j^liYi,,:n-M)/<r ^ }_^-(.Yi:^:n-M)/<^ 
i=j+l 
— e 
2 
z^ 
(7.5) 
Note that likelihood function is a continuous function in// (-oo < // < oo), 
so that the Ly(F;+i.^.;,,cT) = Ly+i(ry+i.^.„,or),y = 0,l ,--- ,m-l. Upon 
taking the logarithm Lj and differentiating with respect to/ / , we obtain 
91nLy 1 
djJL <J i 
Rj exp 
2 - e x p \Xv.m:n ~ f^) ] j=i 
/ 
(7.6) 
Now ifi?/ =0, {i = \,2,-•',]), then the right-hand side of (7.6) becomes 
n — 2, J ft 
simply -, which is strictly negative, provided 7> —.If some 
a 2 
Rf >0,(i = 1,2,-••,j), then the right side of (7.6) is strictly less than 
u — 2 / n 
< 0 if y > — .Thus in general, 
CT 2 
dLj fj 
< 0 provided j> — 
dju 2 
so that Lj is monotonically decreasing for these values of J. Thus, if the 
n observed number of failures m > - , the maximum likelihood estimator of // 
liesintheinterval(7i.^.„,7 ) . 
[-]+l:m:n 2 
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Upon further inspection of (7.6), it is evident that if « - i?i - -Rj - 2; > 0, 
then the right hand side is strictly positive. This can only be possible if 
/< —, in which case 
"^  2 
n-R^ Rj-2J>^-j-Rl Rj>0 
ifRl +--- + Rj +J<-.Thus, 
— ^ > 0 provided j<— andi?i +••• + /?,- + j< — , 
dpi 2 2 
so that Lj is monotonically increasing for these values of y. 
At this point, formulation can be done for the following algorithm [due to 
Aggarwala and Balakrishnan, 2002] for obtaining MLEs location and scale 
parameters from a Laplace distribution when progressively Type-II right 
censored sample of size m from a sample of size n is observed, with 
censoring scheme {Ri,R2,---,Rm)- Denoting progressively Type-II right 
censored order statistics from this sample by l^-.;„.„,/ = 1,2,•••,»2, and 
corresponding observed values of the order statistics y^ , i = 1,2, •••,m. 
Find the largest number k<- such that Ri+--' + Ri^+k< — , assuming 
Ro=0. 
n (a) If w <—, the maximum likelihood estimates are those corresponding to 
max*^  max ^k+\, inax Lk+2^'"i max L 
m yk+\ ^^^yk+2 »o->o yk+2 <M^yk+3 .o->o M>ym > o'>o 
n (b) If m>-, the maximum likelihood estimates are those corresponding to 
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max< max L/^+i max Lj^+l'"'^ 
max"^  
max Z„/2 
yn/2<M^y,n^ , o->0 
max Ijt+1, "^^x -^ ;fc+2: 
if « is even and 
max L. iv,« [ if n is odd 
For the case wlien n is odd, notice that we may have k = n-l This simply 
means that the likelihood function is monotonically increasing for 
M<Y(^n+l)/2:m:n ^^^ likelihood function is monotonically decreasing for 
// > Y(^fj+iy2:m:n • Thus, the MLE of ju is l^(n+i)/2:w:«»which can be used to 
solve for the MLE of a. The resulting likelihood equation to be maximized 
with respect to cr is proportional to 
/ • = ! 
2 
n^i 
(This corresponds to maximize either L^n-\)/2 or i^(„+i)/2, due to the 
continuity of the likelihood function) 
n (c) If w = - , the MLEs are those corresponding to 
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max*; max L^+i^ max ^A;+2: 
max ^(«)/2-l 
2 
Notice that here it is possible to obtain k = — l = m-l. This means that for 
the // < Yff2:m:n> the likelihood function is monotonically increasing and for 
ju > Yffj.^.„, the likelihood function is monotonically decreasing. Therefore, 
the MLE of ju is Yfyj.j„.„. This can be used to solve for the MLE of a. The 
resulting likelihood equation to be maximized with respect to a, is 
proportional to 
1 v('"~l)/'y V \l^ m—\ 
2 
-^^i 
(err i=i 
Remark 7.1: It should be noted here that to obtain standard errors of the 
MLEs, a simulation study had to be conducted. Furthermore, since the class 
of distributions under study does not possess "regularity" properties due to 
its lack of differentiability, it may not be appropriate to approximate the 
asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the MLEs using the method of 
inverting the matrix of second derivatives. 
8. Modified maximum likelihood estimators for two-parameters 
exponential distribution for censored sample 
Consider two parameter exponential distribution given by 
pix) = -Qxp[ ix-e)],x>0 
(7 G 
(8.1) 
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1 
v/M 
W/K-l)/'y -Y \ln- ^~^ 
1 e 
2 
^ X^i:m:n ^tn:m :n)lcy - 1 ^ / 
Remark 7.1: It should be noted here that to obtain standard errors of the 
MLEs, a simulation study had to be conducted. Furthermore, since the class 
of distributions under study does not possess "regularity" properties due to 
its lack of differentiability, it may not be appropriate to approximate the 
asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the MLEs using the method of 
inverting the matrix of second derivatives. 
8. Modified maximum likelihood estimators for two-parameters 
exponential distribution for censored sample 
Consider two parameter exponential distribution given by 
pipe) = —exp[ (x -6)],x>0 
(T a 
(8.1) 
In a random sample of size n from pipe), suppose that the smallest r = nqi 
and the largest s = nq2 observations are not available,^! and ^2 being 
fixed. Then remaining observations are arranged in ascending order of 
magnitude form the doubly censored sample 
The maximum likelihood equations given in Tiku (1967) are 
/fe+l) (l-qi)-qi 
n^r+i). = 0 
and 
n 
cr 
-(1-^1-^2) + ^  i^Zj +q2Z„_, -q^z.^i / f e l i l 
j=r+l ^ ( ^ / • + l ) 
= 0 
(8.2) 
(8.3) 
(8.4) 
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where z; =— -, f{z) = exp(-z), and F{z) = 1 - exp(-z). 
It is mentioned in Tiku (1967) that the maximum likelihood equations (8.3) 
and (8.4) do not have any explicit solution except when ^i = 0. The 
difficulty is attributed to the presence of the term f(z)/F(z). As a result, 
this term is approximated by a linear expression (a + jS z), where CC and j3 
are so determined that the estimator obtained have the same asymptotic 
{as K -> oo) optimal properties that of maximum likelihood estimators. The 
estimators 6* and (j* so obtained are called modified maximum likelihood 
estimators and these are given by 
6*=^ 
Xi forqi=0 
Xf.+i -ao* for ^1 7^ 0 (8.5) 
and 
n-s 
G = 
1 n—a 
- Z ^y + qi^n-s - (1 - 91 )^r+l 
^ j=r+\ 
r+1 J 
where <^  = Z ( ) 
'(X-qi-qi)^ (8.6) 
(8.7) 
The means, variances and covariances of cr* and 6* are listed in Tiku 
(1967). 
We can obtain the explicit expression for maximum likelihood estimator as 
follows: 
If we eliminate/(z;.+l )/F(zr+i) from equations (8.3) and (8.4) and simplify 
little bit, it is observed that the resulting equation does not contain 6 and the 
maximum likelihood estimator a is given by 
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(T = (J (8.8) 
Solving (8.3) for d then yield the maximum likelihood estimator 6 as 
^ = Z^+l+<Tln(l-^l) (8.9) 
Observing that the 0 is different from 0* for ^i 5^  0 and^ < X^+j, but the 
maximum likelihood estimator & coincide with the modified maximum 
likelihood estimator a*. These results indicate that the modified maximum 
likelihood estimators may be close to the maximum likelihood estimators. 
9. Comparison with minimum variance unbiased estimators 
Now discussing the relationship of the maximum likelihood estimators a 
A A 
and 9 with minimum variance unbiased estimators a\ and 0\, respectively, 
it can be seen by [Sarahan and Greenberg, 1962] that 
(n-r-s) . {n-r-s-l) 
$1 = Xf+i - acr\, 
Var{ai) = or' 
(n-r-s-l) 
2 
Var{0i) = a' a 
r+1 1 
(9.1) 
(9.2) 
(9.3) 
(9.4) (n-r-s-l) j5(„-y + i)2 
Using the relation (9.1) to (9.4), the means, variances, and mean square 
errors (m.s.e.) of the maximum likelihood estimators are easily obtained as 
1 £(&) = 1 - (n-r-s) CT, 
Var(a) = (n-r-s-l) 
(n-r-s) 
C7^ <Var(ai), 
(9.5) 
(9.6) 
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m.s.e.{G) = G (ji-r-s) 
E(d) = d + (j(a + b% 
< Var(<J\) = m.s.e.(Gi), 
Var{Q) = a' 
r+1 
z 1 + Pi{n-j + \f {n-r-s-\)_ O' 
m.s.e.(e) = Var(e) + G^(,a + b)^, 
where Z) = 1 - 1 In( l -^ l ) . 
(9.7) 
(9.8) 
(9.9) 
(9.10) 
(9.11) 
{n-r- s)_ 
Observing from (9.5) to (9.7) that even though the maximum likelihood 
estimator G is biased, its m.s.e. is less than the m.s.e. of minimum variance 
unbiased estimatord]. Direct comparison of the m.s.e. of 6 with the m.s.e. 
of 01 seems to be difficult, but noting from (9.4) and (9,10) that if r = 0, 
A A 
then the m.s.e. (Qj )<m.s.e. (6). 
10. Estimation of scale parameter of the exponential distribution under 
Band C plans 
(a) C- plans : A failed item is immediately replaced by new one 
(i) [«,C,r] plans: n items tested till r failures and failed items repaired / 
replaced immediately by new one. 
If failure law follows exponential distribution with mean G, then the pdf is 
1 
X 
f{x) = -e ^ , ;c>0 
G 
(10.1) 
Define Wf = X^^ -X^I_Y) where X^^ is the time of the /^''failure. 
i = \X'-',r. 
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nx 
n yi 
Then the pdf of XQ;^ is —e<^ which we define as X(i) ~G(1,—). 
Because of the forgetful nature of the exponential distribution, once failed 
items is replaced, it forgets about its failure. That is Wi,W2,---,Wr are 
n independently distributed as G(l, —) 
(7 
Therefore,jointp(^ Wi,W2,-••,!¥}. is 
T 
log L{G) = r\ogn-r log 
^logX(O-): 
9(7 
Therefore, 
do 
r 
r n 
= 0 implies 
nX^r) 
n 
a- — 
a 
r 
z=l 
that 
r 
00-1."^ 
(10.3) 
r r 
nX(f.\ 
The MLE of a under [n, C, r] plans is — - ^ . 
r 
(ii) [n,C,t] plans: n items tested till time ?and failed items are replaced 
immediately. 
Let X{t): be the number of failures till time t, 
T^ : time of the m^^ failure . 
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We have 
P[Xit)>m] = P[T^<t] 
P[X{t)>m + i\ = P[T^+l<t] 
Therefore, 
P[X{t) = m] = P[Xit) >m]- P[X(t) > m +1] 
= P[Trr,<t]-P[Tm+i<t] 
Now T^=Wi+W2+--- + Wjy, 
(10.4) 
Since Wf ~ G 
m 
Therefore, Ty^=^Wi'^G 
i=\ 
Thus in view of (10.4) 
.m t 
m,— (10.5) 
ny 
.m+l ny 
P[X{t) = m\ = -^ ly^-'e o ^y- J ' " ' \y^e ^ dy 
G'"Y{m)Q (7'""^T(m + l)o 
(J 
nt_ 
o 
Y{m) I Y{m +1) j .m _-u u'"e-^du 
00 ^-X'iX 1 A, 
Since y^—^ = -±- U-^e-ydy 
(10.6) 
(10.7) 
nt 
Hence P\X{S) = w] = \^-l— =1(0) 
m\ 
log /-(o") = vm log log m\ 
<T (7 
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— log L{G) = 0 implies d = — 
5(7 m 
(10.8) 
That is, MLE of o is nt 
m 
Jh (iii) [n,C,(r,t)] plans: «items tested till time t or till r failure, which 
ever is earlier and the failed items are replaced immediately. 
In this case MLE of (T will be 
& = — if X(f.)>t (r failure occurs after time ^). 
nxr^\ .7 
<j = if X(f.) <t (r failure occurs before time 0-
(b) B plans: A failed item is not replaced. 
(i) [n,B,r] plans: n items tested till r failures and failed items are not 
replaced. 
Let ^(^) be the time of the r failure. 
Then, 
n\ 1 
(n-r)\fyr exp^-
./=1 
and —-logZ(c7) = 0 implies d = 
oc 
J]xii)+(n-r)x^r) 
L/=l •(r) is the MLE 
of (T, where 7} (r) E^(0 +(n-f')x^r) 
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(ii) [n,B,t] plans: «items tested till time t and failed items are not 
replaced. 
In this case 
^(^) = 7 - ^ / ( ^ ( l ) ) / ( ^ ( 2 ) ) - • •/(^(m))[l - Fit)Y' 
where it is assured that m items failed till time / . 
Therefore, 
m 
L{a) = n\ 1 
implying that MLE of (7 is 
m 
E^O) +(n-m)t 
i=\ A 
m 
Yj^ii) +{n-m)t 
./=1 
IG 
m 
a = = —, where ^ = J ] ^(j) +{n-m)t 
^ i=\ m 
(iii) {n,B,{r,t)\ plans: «items tested without replacement till r^^ failure or 
till time t, which ever is earlier . 
In this case 
A 
G = — , if X(r\ > t 
m 
(r) 
<J = (/•) if X(^ ) < t 
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